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Janice Joy Ki~ 

Materials and Molecular Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
·and Department·of Chemistry, University of California, 
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ABSTRACT 

A small amount of paramagnetic substance such as oxygen has been 

fotind to facilitate nuclear-spin-species conversion in solid methane 

in the low temperature phase (1...;20°K): In this work the nature of the 

oxygen molecule in a methane lattice and the magnetic properties of 

oxygen in relation to its.role as a catalyst in the conversion of methane 

nuclear-spin~species have been investigated. A model pf oxygen in a 

methane lattice was described as a diatomic molecule undergoing hindered 
• 

rotation in a cubic field and includes the Kramers dipole-dipole interaction 

between the two unpaired electrons in oxygen. It was shown that a dipole-

dipole interaction between the unpaired electronic spin of oxygen and 

the nuclear spi~ of a methane proton can provide a mechanism for spin 

conversion betweeninethane rotational levels. This interaction is an 

important pathway for thermal equilibration of methane spin species at 

low temperatures. 

The thermodynamic properties of mixed electrolytes have been 

studied for only a small number of systems. A primary objective in this 

work is the prediction of the thermodynamic properties of mixed aqueous 

electrolytes at concentra~ions of practical importance by equations of 

minimum complexity. Semi-empirical equations had been previously 

proposed describing this behavior, and the various parameters-needed 
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to describe the properties of binary mixtures with a common ion have 

been evaluated from existing experimental data for a large number of 

systems. It was found that the properties of multicomponent systems 

could be predicted from data on pure electrolyte solutions, and very 

good predictions of properties of multicomponent solutions of· various 

composition could be obtained by includingdifferenceparameters based 

solely ori. data from binary mixtures with common ion. 

In a recently reported theory, the nature of the axial-equatorial 

interchange potential for MX
5

(n
3
h) molecules had been proposed. The 

potential, obtained by considering a pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect coupling 

the ground and excited electronic states, was also found to describe the 

potential about the equatorial bending mode for these molecules. The 

form of the near- equilibrium potential for the equatorial bending mode is . 
1 2 3 4 

V(p,~) = 2 ap - Bcos(3~) p + yp 

where p and ~ are pseudorotational coordinates and a, B and y are 

parameters to be determined from experimental data. This potential is 

used in analyzing the unusual spectra of PF5 anJ excellent agreement is 

found between the observed and computed transition frequencies in the 

\.1 
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I. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN IN METHANE SPIN CONVERSION 

A. Introduction 

The addition of a small amount of paramagnetic substance such as 

oxygen has been found to faci:litate the. conversion of nuclear-spin 

species. Early studies on the kinetics of the ortho-para hydrogen 

conversion process noted that oxygen and other paramagnetic molecules 

1 greatly enhanced the conversion rate. 

The phenomena of nuclear-spin-spe~ies conversion in solid methane 

has been observed in the low-temperature phase (1-20°K) using a variety 

of techniques including nuclear magnetic resonance, level-crossing 

2 
experiments, and heat capacity measurements. The Pauli principle allows 

the existence of only certain nuclear spin states with a given rotational 

state to preserve the'overall symmetry of the total wavefun~tion. Varicqs 

complex methane-methane intermolecular and intramolecular interactions, 

e.g. spin-spin and spin-rotation, induce interspecies conversion. 

However, a Boltzman equilibrium in methane is slow to obtain at low 

temperatures (1°1<) since·the depopulation of rotational states requires 

a simultaneous conversion from one nuclear spin to another. In an 

effort to reduce relaxation times in methane low-temperature studies, 

small quantities of·oXygen were often introduced into the lattice to 

afford rapid equilibrium. 

2f Vogt and Pitzer have recently reported low temperature heat 

capacity studies of methane containing approximately 0.8% oxygen. 

An anomaly observed in the region about l°K is thought to be due to a 

spin-species conversion. In order to accurately describe the methane 
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conversion in this and other oxygen-catalyzed experiments, the role of 

oxygen must be elucidated. 

In this work the nature of the oxygen molecule in a methane lattice 

and the magnetic properties of oxygen in relation to its role in the 

conversion of methane ~nuclear-spin-species will be investigated. 

B. The Hyperfine Structure of Oxygen 

In order to determine the eigenstates of oxygen in methane, an 

appropriate Hamiltonian including the important degrees of freedom must 

be included·. 

As oxygen-methane samples are solidified, it is likely that oxygen 

will occupy a methane site in the lattice structure. The carbon atoms 

of the methane latticeform a face-centered cubic structure. The hydrogens, 

he>WeV'er• have·several preferred orientations in the lattice at temperatures 

At the phase transition, 20.44 K, the lattice framework does 

not seem to change. Above the transition temperature methane molecules seem 

3 to undettgo hindered rotation, and in the transition to the low-temperature 

phase, it is thought that interactions between nearest-neighbors tend to 

orient the neighboring methanes.
3

'
4 4 Theoretical calculation of these nearest-

neighbor interactions predict two overall site symmetries. Three-quarters 

of the methane molecules are in D2d sites and one-fourth in sites of Oh 

symmetry. 

The Van der Waals radii of an oxygen and hydrogen atom are 1.4 A and 

9,. 5 . The ( ) d d o6 hi 1.2 A respectively. · C-H CH4 .. bon istance re is 1.09 A , w le 

the equilibrium bond distance in oxygen re is 1.21 A. 7 
The Vander Waals 

radius of the oxygen· molecUle is 1.2112 + 1.4 = 2.0 A. co2). Similarly, 
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the radius a methane molecule would sweep out on rotation is 1.1 + 1.2 = 2.3 !. 

Since oxygen is smaller than a methane molecule, it might be fairly freely 

rotating in the methane lattice and may be approximated by that of a 

rotating oxygen molecule perturbeci by a crystal field. 

In the microwave spectra of the ground electronic state of gaseous 
3;.. .. 

oxygen ( Eg), a fine structure splitting of the rotational levels is 

obserired. Kramers 8 has shown that the dipole-dipole interaction between 

the two unpaired electron spin~wh&n averaged over the rotation,removes 

the degeneracy of the rotational levels in the observed manner. There is 

also a weaker Hunds case (b) 7 (K•S,) coupling where K is the total angular 
'V'V 'V 

momentum apart from spin; (K contains only rotational angular momentum since 

'thereis no orbital contribution in a E state) and S is the total spin angular 
'V 

momentum. This K•S. term is small and· will be shown to be negligible in 
'V'V 

this problem. 

The total Hamiltonian for oxygen in methane is given by the sum of all 

interactions; rotation, crystal field, and spin-spin. 

spin-other coupling (X80 = ~K·S.) 
'V'V 

1 • 

3C 
total 

~pin-Spin.. ~action 

= X +3<: +3<: rot cryst. field ss 

We neglect here the 

The.spin-spin coupling arises from the interaction of the two magnetic-

dipole.moments due to spin. The classical interaction of two dipoles ~ and 

}t2 is·given by9 

(1) 

(2) 
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where I~ is the relative distance between the two dipoles. In order to 

find the spin energy levels, the interaction is desC.ribed'in a space-fixed 

frame of reference. If one expresses .the. interaction in polar coordinates 

(Fig. 1) and notes that the spin magnetic dipole is proportional to the spin 

10 angular momentum, ~12 becomes 

(3) 

where A' is a constant measuring the strength of the interaction. The 

spin operators + S and S are the ladder operations defined by 

s = s 
X 

+ iS y 

- iS 
y 

(4) 

In expressing a spin-spin interaction within a triplet state molecule, 

it is often more convenient to express the Hamiltonian in terms of 

10 A' 
the total spin S = s1 + s2 (note A = ~) 

Xss= Aj(s! _ (S+S- ; S-S+)) 2 
(3cos e - 1) (5) 

+ t sin8cose [(szs+ + s+sz) e-i~ + (szs- + s-sz) ei~] 
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z 

y 

X 

XB L 759-7073 

Fig. 1. Axis system and polar coordinates for the dipolar 
coupling of two spins. 
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It may be. instructive to consider the energy levels of "frozen" oxygen, 

where only spin-spin interactions can occur (~otal(Eq.(l)) = Xss). In 

solving the Hamiltonian of a two spin system there are four possible basis ~ 

functions; 

la1a 2 > , 18182 > 

la182 > , I 81a 2 > 

A more convenient basis is a linear combination of these functions 

I tl > = lala2 > 

Ito> .1_ lal82 
12. 

+ 8la2 > 

lt_l) = I 8182 > 

Is> = .1_ Ia 8 -12 1 2 8la2 > 

(6) 

(7) 

The states lt
1

>, jt0 > and lt_
1

> represents the components of the spin 

triplet state with total spin S = 1 and spin projection m = 1, 0 and -1. 
s 

The Is> singlet state has total spinS= 0 and m = 0. s 

s
2

1t> = S(S + l)lt> = 2lt> 

s
2

1s> = S(S + l)ls> = 0 
(8) 

Using the triplet basis functions It> in Eq. (7), one may readily note 

2 that the (3cos 8 - 1) term in the Hamiltonian (Eq. (5)) is the only 

term in the Hamiltonian which is diagonal in this basis since there 

is no net change in m .From this first order approximation, it is 
s 

10 easily seen that the degeneracy of the triplet state is removed. The 

result is a splitting into a singlet and a doublet with energy separation 

2 11 3 (A> where (A> is the average of A over the (3cos 8 - 1) term. 
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The ordering can be determined experimentally and depends on the average 

2 of the cos e term in the crystal. One case is illustrated below 

---(3) (9) 

For an oxygen molecule which is allowed at least some rotational 

degree of freedom, this description is no longer vali~ Since the 

oxygen wavefunction is now a product ~ = ~ ti 1~ i , in constructing spa a sp n 

the Hamiltonian matrix, the spin-spin interaction (Eq. (S»,which is a 

function of angl~must be averaged over the spatial wavefunctions. 

The angles8 and ~ in Eq. (1) (Fig. 2a) are equivalent to the conventional 

angles 8' + ~· as defined for the center-of-mass coordinate system of 

the rotating diatomic (Fig. 2b). This can be shown as follows (note 

r' = r/2) 

x ; rsin8coscj> X. 
em 

=· r/2 

y = rsin8sin~ ycm = r/2 

z = 

Since 

reo sa z 

X = X + X 1 

em 

y = y + y' em 

z = z + z' em 

= r/2 
em 

sinS cos~ x' = r/2 sin8'cos~' 

sinS sin~ y' = r/2.sin8'sincj>' 

cos a z' r/2 cos8' 

(10) 

(lla) 

(llb) 

(llc) 

Eqs.(lO)&'(ll~) requires rcose = r/2 cose + r/2 cos8'. Thus e = e' and hence 

from Eq. (lla,b),~ = cj>'. The Hamiltonian in Eq. (5) is thus a 
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z z' 

z' 

(x', y~z') 

I 
',,I ....... 

......... ....... 

(a) (b) 

XBL 759-7074 

Fig. 2. (a) The spin reference system (x,y,z). (b) The rotating 
diatomic reference system (x' ,y' ,z'). 

,., . 

• 
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product of spin times angular functions, where the angles are those 

used in the conventional treatment of the rotating diatomic. 

The coupling of the rotational (~) and spin (S) angular momentum 

via Eq. (5)- removes the degeneracy of the rotational states. The 

resultant total angular momentum states J are given by the angular 

momentum addition rules: J = IK + sl; !K + S- 11, •.• , IK- sl. A 

schematic diagram of this fine structure splitting is given in Fig. 3. 
-·. . . ~, ~· 

' -
,The orde-ring of the resultant J states is experimental]y observed and will 

be discussed below. Note that only odd K states are allowed for the most 

abundant isotopic molecule o~6 (I = 0). 

8 Kramers solved the Hamiltonian for oxygen in the gas phase neglecting 

spin-e the~ · (K • S) -coupling, 
0 ' -

'3C = '3C + 3C Kramers rot ss 

using as his basis functions 

(12) 

The quantum number S is a constant (S = 1) for the ground electronic 

states. Therefore, we have three quantum numbers to keep track 

of IK~ms ). For example for K = 1 we have (2K + 1) (3) = 9 possible 

basis states: 

K = 1 1111) 1101> ll-11) 

1110) 1100) ll-10). 

lll-1) ll0-1) ll-1-1> 

The Hamiltonian matrix can be construe ted in a straight. forward 

manner apd.diagonaiized,as will be described ielow. 
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( 7) 
J=3 

/ K=3 (7)(3) (9) J=4 S= I 

~ (5) 
J=2 

(3) 
J= I 

/ K =I (3)(3) (5) 
J=2 S =I 

~ (I) 
J=O 

If rot Jlrot + ~ss 

XBL759-7085 

A schematic diagram of the removal of the spin-rotation 
degeneracy in 0~6 by the spin-spin interaction. Level 
degeneracies are in parentheses. 

... 
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11 
Hill and Van Vleck also considered the gas-phase problem including 

the K·S coupling using the total angular momentum states 

IJ> = IK + 1), IK- 1), IK + 1) as their basis. In this basis the K"S 

interaction is easily obtained. The two approaches to the solution 

of X are completely equivalent, and (neglecting K·S) yield the same 
88 . 

hyperfine structure. It should be noted that to obtain analytical 

solutions, Kramers neglected interactions coupling different rotational 

level.f!!J. Howev,er, this 8:pproxima~_ion is not necessary with the use of 

computers in diagonalizing the Hamiltonian. In including the effects of 
•' -

a hindered rot at ion due to an ext:erru:£1 field, it is more convenient to use 

Kramer's basis functions (Eq. (12)) •. · 

The neglect of the X term in describing the rotational states so 

of o~gen is valid. As mentioned earlier, the spin-overall rotational 

coupl~ng is a K•S interaction given as 

X = llK·S so 

The X interaction in Eq. (5) is often abbreviated ss 

X 
ss 

(13) 

(14) 

where Kramers constant A (Eq. (5)) = 2/3 A. Including both effects, 

12 the rotational levels given by Schlapp show a negligible contribution 

of the X term mil the lower rotational levels if ll << .A.. Using so 
7 12 Schlapp's ' formulas in an analysis of the microwave spectrum of 

13 oxygen in the gas phase, Babcock and Herzberg found 
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A 1.984 -1 = em 

]1 = -0.0084 -1 (15) em 

B 1.43777 
-1 

= em 
0 

where B is the rotational constant for the ground.vibrational state. 
0 

Since only odd rotational states are allowed at l°K, only the 

K = 1 rotational state is populated, and K can be readily neglected. so 

In precise measurements of microwave spectra, analysis shows a very 

slight A and J1 dependence on K as well as centrifrigal distortion of 

14a-d the rotational constant. These are negligible at low K values 

and shall be ignored. 

2. Fine Structure of Oxygen in a Cubic Field 

As briefly discussed ·in an earlier section, the carbon atoms of 

the methane form a face-centered cubic lattice. The site symmetry 

including the hydrogen atom orientations may be either n2d (1/4 sites) 

or Oh (1/4 sites). Therefore the arrangement of the methane molecules 

about as oxygen molecule is of cubic symmetry, if one disregards 

hydrogen orientation. Since the passive interaction of the lattice 

serves to hinder the rotation of oxygen, the crystal field about oxygen 

may ·be approximated' by. a potential of cubic (Oh) symmetry. 

If the pptential VQh is·expressed as an expansioh of sph~rical 

harmonics,the matrix elements <K'~m~ IVohl ~ms) can be easily 
.. 15 

calculated. An examination of Table I shows that the first noncoBstant set of 

spherical harmonics (Yim) which yield linear combinations totally symmetric 

(Al) in an octahedral field are the i = 4 states15 and is given by 
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Table I. Reduction to irreducible representations of the Oh 
group of' the (2J + 1) states of a given J. 

J Irreducible Representations 

0 ~g 
1 Tlu 

2 E + T2 g g 

3 A2u + Tlu + T2u 

4 Al + E + T1 + T2 g g g g 

5 E + 2T1 + T2 u u u 
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.e. = 4 1 ~ > = 17 
l4o > + 15 

144 > + 15 
14-4 > 

2/3 216 2/6 
(16) 

where the kets 140 >, 144 > ~ etc., ar:e. ~he· spherical harmonic basis functions 

jR,m>,R.= 4 m = 0, R. = 4 m = 4, etc. The external field can thus be 

written as 
(17) 

where xoh is a 

( - 2 trr)~r.:- rs ~ ~~ VI\. (8,<j>) =X~ ~. '17Y40 (8,<j>) +- 44 (6,<j>) +Y
4

_
4 

(6,¢) 
"h h 1517 li . 

measure of the strength of the field. 

16 Devonshire was the first to consider the rotation of diatomic 

molecules in fields of octahedral symmetry. The Devonshire potential 

is equivalent to that in Eq. (17)with the Devonshire potential constant 

Figure 4 shows the orthogonal projection of 

equipotential lines on the plane 6 = 1/2 TI as taken from Devonshire16 

for K = 1 (XOh = 5l For a positive potential constant there are six 

equivalent C4vminima and eight equivalent c3v maxima. For a face

centered cubic lattice one would expect less repulsive interaction 

for an oxygen pointing along the diagonal of the cube (Fig. 5). There 

would be eight such equivalent directions of least interaction for 

an oxygen occupying a methane site. There are, thus, 

eight C minima which require xo. < 0. 3v . . ~n 
The contribution of each 

interaction to the·matrix elemen:t of J!total (Eq.(l)) will now be described. 

The kinetic energy of rotation in the IRmkms> basis (Eq.(l2)), yields 

only diagonal contributions. 

(K'm.'m' I 'JC !Km. m ) = B K(K + 1) oK'K om-'·rck Om'm 
K s rot --K s 0 K · s s (18) 
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XBL 759-7086 

Fig. 4. Equipotential surface forK= l (XOh = 5). 
From the work of Devonshire.l6 
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C4 v axis I l3V axis 
/ 

.---~~--+-------~/ 

/ 
I 

I I 

01 

/~·,._:;-

;t.----
1 0 

:j 

o I 
(.i I 

/ 
0 I / 

I / 
/ -- - - _.rr, --

1/ 0 

/_~ 
0 

XBL 759-7079 

Fig. 5. Preferred orientation of an oxygen molecule in a 
face-centered cubic lattice. 
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Before evaluating the ~s matrix elements, one can obtain a 

qualitative idea of which states will interact via the rotation-mediated 

spin-spin coupling by the following argument:' 

The eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are eigenstates of the total angular 

momentum J = K + S, ••• , K- s. We are thus seeking the appropriate 

linear combination of IKmkms> states which describe a particular jJmj> state 

I Jmj > = ~ I KJnttms><I<Jnt<.ms] Jmj > 

K,lllk,ms 

ang wish to determine the nonvanishing matrix elements 

Figure 6 shows a diagram of a possible vector addition of K and S. Since 

~s is diagonal in the jJ~> basis we have non-zero matrix elements only 

between states with mj = mk + ms = constant. Thus, 

&nj = 0 = t.lmk + llms 

From an inspection of ~s (Eq.(5)), one can verify that the Hamiltonian 

does require t.lmj = 0 as follows: 

Each term in the Hamiltonian is a product of spin and angular functions, 

and the matrix elements <K'mkm~jf(spin)f(S,~)}~ms> are separable into the 

The matrix element~ of the spin 

operators are easily evaluated and will be given below. The angular 

contribution may be deterinined using the properties of the spherical 

harmonics. 

-
The angular terms f (8, ~) :ma.y be expressed in terms of the Y.e_m functions 

(19) 

(20) 
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z 

XBL 7 59-7087 

Fig. 6. Vector addition of rotation and spin angular 
momentum. 

.. 

.. 
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sin9cos9ei<P = -~ Y21 (9,<P) 

-i<P JB1r sin8cos8e = 115 Y2_1 (8,<P) 

sin2eeiZ<P = ~ Y
22

(8,<P) 

sin29e-iZ<P = ~· Y
2
_

2
(9,<P) 

(2la) 

(2lb) 

(2lc) 

(2ld) 

(2le) 

The nonvanishing mattix elements of <~'mk.Jf(8,<P) /Kmk>. can be determined 

17 from the recursion relationships for the spherical harmonics 

(22a) 

+ + + 
y2±lytm = AzYt+2,m±l + Bz Yt,m±l + Cz yt-2,m±l (22b) 

+ + + 
y2±2ytm = A)Yt+2,m±2 + B)Yt,m±2 + C)Yt-2,m±2 (22c) 

where the A, B and C terms are constants determined by t and m. 

For the leading term in the spin-spin interaction (Eq.(S)), 

the spin function leaves m unchanged. From Eqs. (2la) and (22a) we 
s 

2 
note the (3cos 8 - 1) term connects rotational states /~>with 

/K + 2,~>, /K,~) and /K- 2,~> states •. · Thus l!mj = l!ms + 6~ = 0 + 0 = 0. 

Similarly, the other terms in Xss require l!ms + ~ = 0. The form 

of the product terms f(spin)f(9,<P), and the resultant selection rules are 

summarized below, 
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+ f(S }(Y
2

_1) f(S-) y21· 

~m = +1 ~~ = -1 ~m = -1 ~ 1 s s 

f((S+) 2) y2-2 f((S-) 2) y22 

~ = +2 ~~ = -2 ~ = -2 ~m s ' +2 s s 

The rotation interaction of K with K + 2 and K - 2 (which was ignored 

8 
in Kramers' actual solution), corresponds to an interaction between 

states of the same total angular momentum, J. As an example, for 

the K = 1 manifold, only the J = 2 level interacts with the K = 3 

(J = 2} states. (Figure 3). 

The nonvanishing ~ matrix elements may be evaluated using the ss 

requirement funj = 0, with each contribution being a product of spin 

and space matrix elements. The spin matricesfor the S = 1 

triplet state are 

11-1 > 110 > Ill> 

11-1 > -1 0 ·O 

11o> 
(23a) 

s = 0 0 0 z 

111 > 0 0 1 

0 0 0 

s+ = 0 0 (23b) 

0 12 0 

0 12 0 

s = 0 0 12 (23c) 

0 0 0 

.. 
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For comparison of these matrices with Kramers•,
8 

it should be noted that 

Kramers chose to define the operator acting to the left, i.e., 

<llls+llO> (Kramers)=O,while Eq. (23) defines operations to the right 

<llls+llO> (Eq. (23b) = Tz. 

In the evaluation of the spatial contribution, it is .more convenient 

to use the3-j symbols instead of the recursion relations in Eq.(22). 

Th i 1 f h i 1 h i i In ) b . byl8 e matr x e ements o sp er ca armon cs n a Nm as1s are given 

(24) 

The 3- j symbols 

useful in angular momentum coupling calculations, have been tabulated 

18 
by Rotenberg et al. and are also available in computer subroutines. 

The crystal field contributions of v
0 

Eq. (17) can also be 
h 

easily evaluated using Eq. (24) remembering that the crystal field 

does not affect the spin states. Hence, 

<K' m.' m' I V I Km_ m > 
kS Oh KS 

requires m' = m • 
s s 
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· With the methods described, the Hamiltonian matrix was constructed 

and diagonalized to obtain the energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. The 

13 values of Bo and A given in Eq.(l5) have been used in calculating the 

energy levels for various values of the potential parameter X~. 

Table II summarizes the resulting energies relative to the ground 

state. Figure 7 shows the fine structure splitting calculated for oxygen 

in the gas phase (XDb = 0), and the additional splitting which arises in an 

octahedral field. An examination of the resultant energies (Table II and 

Fig. 7), shows that the octahedral field lifts the degeneracy of the J 

states. From Table I we see that the (2J + 1) degenerate states of a 

giv~n J value are composed of more than one irreducible representation if 

J ~ 2. With the introduction of an octahedral field, these representations. 

may no longer be of the same energy and the "accidental" degeneracies are 

removed. Thus, we see the J = 2 level is composed of an Eg and T2g states, 

and the introduction of a cubic field splits the E and T levels. The Tzg 

state is of lower energy if XDb < 0 and is of higher energy if X~ > 0. 

The calculations were done usinga'basis set with a maximum recational 

value of K = 7; only odd K values were included. The 3(2K + 1) states for 

each K value yielded a total of 108 basis functions. This should be a 

sufficiently large basis set to give an accurate description of the 

behavior of the levels, since a. comparison of the K = 0 and 2 energy levels 

in an octahedral field with A = 0 shows that levels calculated with 

Kmax = 6 (28 spatial basis functions) were slightly higher (1.5-3.5%) than 

those levels calculated with Kmax = 14 (120 spatial functions). One may 

ignore the three degenerate spin states of each rotational level since if 
' 

A= O,there is no interaction to remove the spin degeneracy. 

.. 
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J=3 {3) (7) :::::::-
11 / -

(3)(7) 

~l 17.25 cm-1 
~ 

~ 
J=4 (9):: 
J=2 (5)- (2) .............. (3) 

2.88 cm-1 

J: I _....:;......:.,.__ (3) _____ (3) 

(3) (7) / J=2 (2) 
:--.-----=--=--(5):::: ____ ( 3) 

J=O 
'-_;;...-=-.-(1)_ ----(I) 

XBL 7 5 9-7 077 

Fig. 7. The fine structure splitting of oxygen in a cubic 
field. 
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Table II 

Energy Levels of Oxygen in a-Cubic Field for the Rotational Levels K = 1,3. 

-1 
Energy (em ) * ._ 

-1 
xoh (em ) = .10.0 0.0 -10.0 -20.0 -100.0 -500.0 

• 
K = 1 0.00(1) 0.00(1) 0.00(1) 0.00(1) 0.00(1) 0.00(1) 

1. 97 (2) 2.11(5) 2. 02 (3) -1. 94 (3) 1. 52 (3) 0.75(3) 

2.20(3) 2.24(2) 2.35(2) 2.94(2) 3.50(2) 

3.97(3) 3.97(3) 3.97(3) 3. 96(3) 3.88(3) 3.73(3) 

K = 3 16.09(1) 16.24 (5) 15.94(3) 15.43(3) 11.95(3) 5 .50(3) 

16.09(2) 16.19(2) 16.11(2) 16.65(2) 29.16(2) 

16.22(3) 16.43(9) 16.27(3) 16.25(3) 16.97(3) 29.61(3) 

16.26(3) 16.63(3) 16.82(3) 18. 21(3) 31.27(3) 

16.54(2) 16.66(3) 17.04(2) 18.91(1) 31.71 (1) 

16.76(3) 16.85(1) 17.34(1) 21.77 (2) 41.00 (1) 

18.34(3) 18.35(7) 18.25(1) 18.20(1) 22.47(1) 41. 20(3) 

18.49(1) 18.46(3) 18.69(3) 23.02(3) 41.24 (2) 

18.55(3) 18.48(3) 18.83(3) 23.65(3) 41.46(3) 

* The degeneracy of each level' is deno.ted in parentheses. The constants 
- Bo = 1.43777 cm-1 , A =·1.984 cm-1 were used in the calculation. 

(Ref. 13). 
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An accurate estimate of the potential parameter X~ is difficult. 

There are two angular barriers to rotation between a pair of C3v minima. 

One is encountered via a Czv path (the point of intersection of two 

equipotential lines in Fig. 4). An even higher barrier is found for 

rotation from C3v ~ C4v ~ C)v• The potential V (8,~) at a c3v point 

( 
109.47° n) 8 = 2 , ~ = 4 , C2v point (a = n/4, ~ = 0) and C4v point 

(a = O, ~ = 0) are 4/12 XOb, 3/12 XOb, and 0, respectivelyp For X~ < 0 

the levels become, in order of increaSing energy (lowest at bot tom), 

1 
C4v-).IX~I 

1 
Czv --rriXDftl X~< 0 

For XOh values of -20,-100, or -500 em -l, the minimutn barriers to rotation 

I . -1 
(C3v ~ C2v ~ C3v) arel.67, 8.3, or 41.7 em , respectively. Experimental 

information is lacking_ to estimate an appropriate value. However, the 

studies of oxygen in other matrices may yield some information about its 

behavior in a methane lattiee. 

Heat capacity measurements of an oxygen impurity in N2, CO, and No19a 

show an anomaly about 1.95°K which can be fit to a two-level energy scheme 

describing the spin-spin interaction in "frPzen" oxygen as showed in Eq.(9). 

The splitting was found to be 3<A> = 2<A> = 3.57 cm-l = 5.14°K, slightly 

. 19b c 20 lower than the gas-phase coupling constant. EPR studies ' ' of o2 in 

(25) 

an:N2 matrix indicate oxygen undergoes hindered rotation in a cos2a (axial-like) 

potential. Since all the molecules used as matrix environments for oxygen 

are diatomic molecules, one might expect that the potential felt by oxygen 

in these matrices would be much more directional and hindered as 
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matrix molecules are about the same size as oxygen. In EPR studies of 02 

19c in an N2 matrix at 4.2°K,S±moneau,. Harvey, and Graham confirmed an 

axial substitutional site for 02. In preliminary experiments with o2 in 

a CO lattice, they found results almost idential to those in an N2 lattice. 

Samples were also prepared with argon and CD4 matrices; however, these data 

"showed no distinctive features and were not amenable to analysis."19c Hence, 

Simoneau et al. concluded there was no evidence here of an axial site about 

the 02 molecule. Their investigations support our hypothesis that a 

2e · b d cos -like potential may e an ina equate description for oxygen in a methane 

matrix. 

Since methane molecules are larger {see Sec. B), and more spherical 

in nature, one might expect that a cubic potential would be a better 

description of the external field causing hindered oxygen rotation. Rare 

gas matrices may create a lattice environment about oxygen much closer to 

that of methane. Thus, future heat capacity or EPR investigations on these 

systems would provide a better indi~ation of the behavior of oxygen in 

methane. 

The heat capacity of oxygen in an octahedral field has been calculated 

for various values of X~ using the statistical mechanical expression21 

c 

where 

Q =E 
j 

-E·/kT e J 

In this expression the sum is over all energy states (not levels). 

{26) 

{27) 

• 
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The re-sults are showa in Fig. 8. 
··. ':">~·~· 

The largest heat capacity contribution 

is found if X~ = 0, since the largest change in degeneracy, a depopulation 

of a five-fold degenerate level J = 2 to a singlet J = 0, will occur upon 

cooling. .. -The heat capacity of a frozen oxygen (Eq.(9)) is also shown in 

Fig. 9. The relative populations of the first few levels of oxygen 

at_l°K in various cubic fields are reported in Table III. 

. 2f 
The methane heat-capacity expeEiments of Vogt and Pitzer utilize 

0.8 mole% oxygen. Comparing the possible oxygen behavior (Figs. 8 and 9), with 

the: experimentally measured heat capacity of the CH4-02 mixture (Fig. 10), 

one sees that the oxygen contribution to the heat capacity is small for 

any value of X~ and will not introduce a significant amount co the methane 

heat capacity. At very high negative values of X~, where oxygen is 

trapped in one of its eight potential wells, the first four levels are 

of approximately the same energy with another group of eight levels 

(a K = 3 state is lowered as indicated in Talle III), approximately 2A 

above. This behavior becomes apparent for a value of XOb = -1000 cm-l 

This would yield a-singlet:+doublet Schottky anomaly as described by 

10 
Buford and as shown in Fig. 9. The location of the peak may be slightly 

shifted. One can see that the heat capacity contribution of oxygen in this 

extreme field would be much less than that of a nearly freely rotating 

oxygen molecule. A similar singlet-doublet pattern would also be found 

for large positive values of X~ with an actual splitting pattern (3)-+(6). 

Thus, the methane anomaly observed at l°K (Fig. 10) has very little 

contribution from the oxygen impurity and is due to the methane-spin 

conversion. 
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Fig. 10. The heat capacity of methane catalyzed for spin species 
conversion. From the work of Vogt and Pitzer.2f 
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Table III. Relative Boltzmann population of the first six 
levels at T=l°K for various field strengths 

-1 
XOh(cm ) 

0 :...20 -100 "-500 

Level 
Degeneracy-

K=l 1 -800 .793 .726 .488 

3 
} .192 

.145 .245 .499 

2 .054 .021 .006 

3 .008 .008 .008 .007 

K=3 3 } JX10-lO 5Xl0-9 ]Xl0-8 5Xl0-4 

2 1Xl0-lO 6Xl0-ll 6Xl0-l9 
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c. Mechanism for Oxygen-Catalyzed Spin Conversion in Methane 

2f Vogt and Pitzer have reported the occurrence of a methane spin-

conversion about l°K (Fig. 10). At this temperature only the two 

lowest levels of oxygen, the K = 1 rotational level, J = 0 and J = 2 

(T and perhaps E) states are appreciably populated as shown in Table III. 

We are particularly interested in whether oxygen in the ground (J = 0) 

state will induce spin-species conversion of methane to its lowest 

rotational level since o2 (J = 0) is in a non-degenerate level of zero 

total angular momentum. 

22 Bloembergen first considered the theory of nuclear spin relaxa-

tion via paramagnetic ion impurities. It was postulated that nuclear 

spins within a certain radius R
0 

of the impurity relaxed rapidly via a 

nuclear-spin-dipole interacting with an·impurity electronic spin dipole. 

Nuclear spins further away could not distinguish between the field due 

to its neighbors'nuclear spins and that due to the impurity. The 

distant spins are relaxed by spin diffusion (T2) processes. The spin 

state of two neighboring methanes would be intercha~ged, and would 

eventually diffuse to within an effective radius (R "" 15 A)22,23a,b 
0 

and undergo conversion via an interaction with oxygen. 

24 Motizuki and Nagamiya have described the theory of oxygen-induced 

spin conversion in solid ortho-para hydrogen. The Hamiltonian used for 

the dipole-dipole interaction was identical to that described in Eqs. 

(2) and (3), where s1 is now the electronic spin of oxygen interacting 

with the proton spin s
2 

on a hydrogen molecule a distance r away. The 

angle and distance between the proton and oxygen spin changes (Fig. 8) 

as the hydrogen molecule rotates. Motizuki et. a1. 24 have shown that 
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this interaction can lead to conversion of an ortho (I = 1) hydrogen 

molecule in an odd rotational state (K = 1) to a para (I= 0) in an even 

rotational state (K = 0). 

The description of oxygen-catalyzed spin conversion in methane is 

formally the same. However, the interaction between oxygen and the 

methane protons must be averaged over the more complex rotational motion 

of methane. Before considering the nature of the Hamiltonian in detail, 

a description of the methane molecule is necessary. 

1. The Methane ·Wavefunctions 

25 Wilson has described the spin statistics for methane using the 

methods of group theory. 4 The four proton spins couple to yield 2 = 16 

possible spin functions for the CH4 mol~cule. These 16 wavefunctions belong 

to one of the three irreducible representations of the T group, A, E 

* (a complex conjugate set E1 and E1 ) and T. There are five A states 

which correspond to a total nuclear spin I= 2, three sets of T states 

(9 states total) of nuclear spin I= 1, an~ one E_state (2 states 

total) which correspond to I= 0. To satisfy the Pauli principle for 

protons, the total CH4 wavefunction must transform as A since the 

operation of the T group corresponds to even permutations of the 

nuclei. lS, 26 For CH i it d 1 t . d ib . 1 
4 n s groun e ec ron1c an v rat1ona state, 

this requires that the product ~ t ~ 1 be totally symmetrical. ro nuc 

The rotational wavefunctions IJKM) of methane are those of a 

spherical top molecule with energy dependent only on J. Each rotational 

level J has a (2J+l) 2 degeneracy. The allowed values of K and M are 

J,J-1,···,-J+l,-J. The symmetry of the CH
4 

spin and rotational wave

functions are summarized in Table IV. 
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Table IV •. Symmetry of methane wavefunctions. 

Nuclear Spin Functions 

Total I 

0 

T Symmetry Number of States · 

1 

2 

E 

T 

A 

Rotational Wavefunctions 

lE = 2 

3T = 9 

5A = 5 

J T Symmetry Number of States 

0 A lA = 1 

1 T 3T = 9 

2 E 5E = 10 

T 5T = 15 

Overall Wavefunction of Symmetry A 

Rotational Spin Species Allowed Number of 
Level A States 

J = 0 (A) I = 2 (A) 5 

J = 1 (T) I = 1 (T) 9 

J = 2 (E) I = 0 (E) 10 

(T) I= 1 (T) 15 

·. 
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To obtain an overall product W W 1 of A symmetry (Table IV), rot nuc 

only certain spin species are allowed for a given rotational state. For 

the J = 0 rotational level of A symmetry the A spin species is allowed. 

For J = 1 (9-fold degenerate) of T ,symmetry only T (9 states) spin species 

are allowed. Since T ~ T = 2T+E+A, not all 81 product states are of the 

correct overall A symmetry. Only nine product states have A symmetry 

and these appropriate combinations must be determined. We first 

describe briefly the nature of the methane rotational levels in the 

·solid:~ 

As mentioned in Sec. B of this chapter, in the low temperature phase 

it has ~een proposed that the nearest neighbor interactions tend to 

orient the methanes, yielding two possible site symmetries in which a 

CH
4 

can exist. Three-quarters of the molecules in the lattice are in 

sites of n2d symmetry and one-fourth are in Oh sites. Kataoka, Okada, 
. 4 

and Yamamoto have recently proposed a model for the rotational levels of 

CH
4 

in these two sites. In the Oh site, the J = 1 level is about l3°K 

above the J = 0 rotational level (nearly that of a free rotation). The 

J = 2 level lies somewhat further above. The n2d energy separations are 

much smaller. The J = 2 E level is lowered to form a cluster with the 

states J = 0 (A spin) and J = 1 (T spin). The next set of levels are 

much higher in energy. The energy separations for T and E molecules are 

1.9° and 2.8°K respectively above that for A molecules. The heat 

capacity measurements of Vogt and Pitzer2 f seem to support this model where 

the l°K anomaly upon cooling is due to the depopulation of the n2d E 

and T rotational levels resulting in conversion to the A nuclear spin 

species. 
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In this Work we will consider whether oxygen at l°K will be effective 

in catalyzing any of nine J = 1 T states to a J = 0 A state. An oxygen 

induced E ~ A transition will be shown to be spin-forbidden. The 

E spin state may be ultimately converted by going from an E ~ T ~ A. 

We will not consider the E ~ T transition here, for there are an 

additional'ten E functions. The treatment, however, would be completely 

analogous to the T ~A case, and similar results are expected. 

27 The methane spin functions are summarized in Table V. The 

three sets of J = 1 spin states transform as components of a vector 

x, y, or z under the T operations about a CH4 molecule. The orientation 

of the methane molecule with respect to this axis is shown in Fig. 11. 

The rotational wavefunctions of methane are approximately 

those of a freely-rotating molecule. For those molecules in an Oh site, 

their J = 0 and 1 wavefunctions should be essentially equivalent. The 

n2d site symmetry removes the degeneracy of the J = .1 rotational level 

4 only very slightly and the free rotation wavefunctions should be a 

good description. In any event, transitions allowed from J = 1 

in an Oh site should still be symmetry-allowed when the level is split 

in a field of lower symmetry. 

The rotational wavefunctions of a spherical-top molecule may be 

28 29 expressed in terms of the normalized D functions according to ' 

IJKM> (J) [(28J+1Tl2)J/2D(J) = lJJ ({aBy}) ,.. [{aBy}]K,M 
· K,M 

(28) 
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Table Y 

The CH4 Spin Functions in -Irreducib~e Form* . 

I ..!!. T Symmetry Spin function -
2 2 A 0000 

1 
1 2 {Booa + aBaa + aa.Sa + aaa.B) 

1 
0 . ~(a.BaB + Bafh + Ba.aB + aBBa + aaBB + f3Baa.) 

l . 

-1 2 (aBBB + BaBB + Bf3af3 + f3f3Ba) 

-2 BBBB 

'1 
1 1 T~ . 2"[ {aaa.B + a[ba) 

1 
- (aa.Ba + Baa.a)] 

0 1f (a!bB - Bal3a) 
1 

-1 2[ (aBBB + BBaB> - (BaBB + BSBa) J 

1 
1 1 Ty 2[ (aa.aS + Saa.a) - {oofb + aBoo)] 

1 . 

0 . 1f {BaaS - aBBa) 
-1 2[ <BaBB + S!hB) - (aBBB + BBfb) l 

1 
1. 1 Tz T[ (aa.aB + oofb) 

1 
- (aBoo + fboo) 1 

0 --rz (aaBB - BBoo) 
1 

-1 2[ (aBBB + BaSS) - (BBaB + BBBa) 1 

1 
0 0 E 1 "fl (aBaS + ·Bath) + (BooB + aSfb) -2 (aaBB + BBoo) J 

0 2 2I (aBaB + SaBa) - (BooB + aBBa) J 

* See reference 27. 
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where the Euler angles {aBy} describe the molecular orientation with 

respect to a space-fixed reference axis. We adopt the convention of 

30 
Edmonds for defining the D function in Eq. (28). 

Yamamoto and Katakoa29 have shown that the appropriate linear 

combinations of IJKM> which transform as x, y and z for J = 1 are 

where 

,,, (1) = ,, (1)
'f'x,M '~'l,M 

lJ! (1) = -ilJ! (1)+ 
y,M l,M 

lJ!(J) = [(2J+l)]l/2 DJ 
O,M 8~2 O,M 

For J = 1 M can take on the values 1,0,-1, yielding nine rotational 

wavefunctions, three setswhich transform as x, y, or z. These are 

summarized to Table VI along with the J = 0 wavefunction. 

(29a) 

(29b) 

(29c) 

(30a) 

(30b) 

The product wavefunctions, 1J! lJ! 
1 

of J = 1 which are of overall 
rot nuc 

2 2 2 A symmetry would transform as x + y + z or 

lJ!(A symmetry) 
1 = - (X X + Y Y + Z Z . ) 1:3 rot spin . rot spin rot sp1n 

(31) 

To obtain the proper overall spherical symmetry, the M value of the 

1J! in the x, y and z direction must be the same. Similarly, although 
rot 
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Table VI 

Rotational Wavefunctions of Methane for J = 0,1 

1 
1/Jo =-. 2'1T 

1/Jx,l = 

1/Jx,O = 

1/Jx,-1 = 

1/Jy,l = 

1/Jy,O = 

1/Jy,-1 = 

1/Jz,l = 

1/Jz,O = 

1/Jz,-1 = 

13 ia 
4'1T e (isiny.- cosBcosy) 

1# - - (-sinBcosy) 2'1T 2 

13" -ia 
4'1T e (isiny + cos8cosy) 

-i/3 ia 
~ e (icosBsiny + cosy) 

lit 
2'1T 2 (sinSsiny) 

-iiT -ia 
~ e (cosy + icos8siny) 

-13' (sin8e1a) 
4'1T 

1/f - - (cos8) 2'1T 2 

IY (sinBe -ia) 
41T 
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each T state has a possible mi = 1,0,-1 x,y, or z · (since I= 1), in the 

product sum (Eq. (31)) the spin projection m
1 

must be the same for all 

the spin functions to insure the equivalence in the x, y and z direction. 

For J = 1 we have essentially three allowed sets of rotational 

and three allowed spin combinations which yield nine possible product 

functions of A symmetry. The J = 0 rotational level is non-degenerate 

of A symmetry 

~(J) = wo = 2l'JT 
K,M 0,0 

and can combine with any of the five nuclear spin species. 

The proper product wavefunctions for methane are summarized in 

Table VII. 

2. The Hamiltonian for the Methane-Oxygen 
Dipole-Dipole Interaction 

(32) 

The interaction between two dipoles has been described in Eqs. (2) 

and (3). The magnetic moment ~l is that of the oxygen molecule interacting 

with the proton spin magnetic moment ~2 of a CH4 molecule. The proton 

magnetic moment ~2 is proportional to the nuclear spin moment I. The 02 

magnetic moment has contributions from both the unpaired electron-spin 

angular momentum and the rotational angular momentum. Since the 

electron-spin magnetic moment is the dominant term, ~l = ~0 
2 

essentially proportional to the spin angular momentum ~ . 
2 

is 

The interaction between an 02 and CH4 molecule is the sum of the 

interactions between the oxygen electron-spin and each of the four 

protons as labeled in Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 11• The orientation of a methane molecule relative to the 
- molecule-fixed frame. The carbon atom at the 

origin is not shown. 
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Table VII 

Methane Rotation-Spin Functions of Overall Symmetry A 

l/1(002) 

l/1(001) 

l/1(000) 

l/I(OQ-1) 

l/1(~2) 

l/1(111) 

l/1 (110) 

l/1(11-1) 

~ (100) 

l/l(lQ-1) 

l/1(1-11) 

l/1(1-10) 

l/1(1-1-1) 

* Wavefunction 

. LJA22> 
27T 

LJA21> 27T 

.. frr/A20> 

''1 
27T/A2-l> 

''1 
21ijA2-2> 

~(l/lx~liTxll> + l/ly,l/Tyll> + l/lz,liTzll>) 

~(l/lx,l/TxlO> + l/ly,l/TylO> + l/lz,1lTzlO>) 

~(l/lx,11Txl-1> + l/ly,l!Tyl-1> + l/lz,liTzl-1>) 

~(l/1 x, ol Txll> + l/ly, oJ Tyll> + l/lz, oJ Tzll>) 

' 1 
]j'(l/lx, oJ TxlO> + l/ly,OJ Tylo> + l/lz, O]Tzlo>) 

);..(l/1 0J T 1-1> + l/1 0 J T 1-P + l/1 0J T l~P) 
y .j X, X y, y Z, Z 

. ·~l/lx,-l/Txll> + l/ly,-l]Tyll> + ~z,-l/Tzll>) 

~(~ 1 /Tx10> + l/1 1 jT 10> + ~z _1 )T 10>). 
Y.l x,- y,- y , z 
1 
l:r(~x,-1/Txl-1> + l/ly,~l!Tyl-1> + ~z,-liTzl-1>) 

The spin and rotational wavefunct1ons are defined in Tables V and VI. 
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4 

j{'o -cH = L K<so ' 1H ) 
2 4 i=l 2 i 

If we recast Eq. (3) in 
10 24 Cartesian coordinates ' we can write the 

s
0 

interaction with the ith proton as 
2 

(33) 

(34) 

th 
where the coordinates are the relative distance from the i proton to 

the electron spin centered on the oxygen. The ~on-subscripted i which 

appears in the terms X. ± iY. is the imaginary i, (/=1). 
l. l. 

-6 
The relaxation time for the oxygen spin may be as long as 10 . 

-7 24 or 10 sec. This is still large compared with the difference in 

rotational energy of the A and T spin species since ~EJ=O~J=l - 2°K and 

sec. Thus in the o
2
-cH

4 
interaction we can assume the 

oxygen spins are at rest with respect to the CH4 rotations. The 

coordinate system in which we define the problem is shown in Fig. 12. 

The relative coordinate system (XYZ) is chosen with oxygen at the origin 

and CH4 a distance R
0 

away (Fig. 12a). The Euler angles which describe 

the CH
4 

rotation about its center of mass are defined with respect 

to the internal coordinate axis (x,y,z) and are shown in Fig. 12(b). 
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CH4 center 

Y (0,0, R0 ) 

<QQO> 

X 

z 

(b) 

XBL 759-7 078 

Fig. 12. (a) The methane-oxygen coordinate system. The relative 
coordinate axis (X¥2) and internal coordinate axis (xyz) 
are fixed in space a distance Ro~ apart. (b) The Euler 
angles for the methane rotation are defined relative to 
the internal coordinate axis (xyz). The z' axis is 
the z axis in the molecule-fixed frame. 
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The z' axis is the principal axis of the molecule and is arbitrary for 

the case of CH4 . We choose z' to be the z direction of the molecule

fixed frame shown in Fig. 11. 

The o2 - Hi distances Ri' Xi etc in the Hamiltonian (Eq. (34)) 

change as the methane molecule rotates, and must be taken into 

account in the evaluation of the transition matrix elements. Since the 

CH4 rotational wavefunctions are expressed in terms of internal 

coordinates, it would be advantageous to express the relative coordinates 

in the interaction (Eq. (34)) in terms of the center-of-mass coordinates 

and internal coordinates. For simplicity, we assume that the oxygen 

and methane centers remain fixed R apart during the interaction, 
0 

and only methane rotation is allowed. From Fig. 12a we observe 

center 
relative of mass internal 

xi = X + xi = x. em l. 

Y. = Ycm + yi = yi l. 

zi = zcm + zi = R + zi 0 

The proton coordinates (xi,yi,zi) are expressed in terms of the 

molecular orientation (aBy) as follows: 

The Euler angles {aBy} denote the rotation of a body about 

a fixed axes according to the operations: (1) rotation y about the 

(35a) 

(35b) 

(35c) 

z axis, (2) rotation a about the y axis, and (3) rotation 8 about the 

30 
z axis. The Euler angles for the methane orientation in Fig. 12(a) 

are (0,0,0) 

If we rotate a point (x,y,z) by an angle y counter-clockwise about 

the z axis, the rotated point (x' ,y' ,z') in term.c; of the old coordinate 

31 
system is 
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c 
y 

-siny 

cosy 

0 

The rotation transformation matrix is denoted C . Similarly, the . 
y 

rotation of (x,y,z) by 8 about the y axis is given by 

(
::) = ( c~sB ~ s~nB)(;) 
z' -sinB 0 cosB z 

The rotation by a. about the z axis is 

c a. 

C') c·a -sina. 

~)C) :: = s~na. co sa. 

0 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

The rotation of a proton (x10 ,yio ,zio) initially positioned at angle 

{0,0,0} through the Euler angles (a.By) is given by the product of the 

where C c8c equals a. y 

(39) 
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(
-cosacosSsiny ). 

-sinacosy (cosasinS~ 
\ 

(
sinacosScosy ) 

-cosasiny 

From Fig. 11 the proton 

Xio 

i = 1: d 

2: -d 

3: d 

4: -d 

where 

(-si~cos~siny ·) 
+cosacosy 

(sinSsiny) 

coordinates before rotation are 

Y· 
~0 Zio 

-d d 

d d 

d -d 

-d -d 

\ 
(sinasinS) 

We are now able to express X(s0 -I ) (Eq. 34) in terms of the 
2 11i 

internal coordinates using the relations Eqs. (35) and (39-41). The 

term 1/Ri may be expressed as a sum 
32 

1 r 
= - + - P (cos8) + . . 

R
0 

R2 1 
·o 

. 0 
where R ~ 15A (see beginning of pt. C) is the distance from oxygen 

0 

to the carbon atom of CH
4

, r is the C-Hi bond length (l.lA), and 

8(aSy) is the angle between rand R and depends on (aSy). Since 
0 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

r/R2 << 1/R we will approximate 1/Ri by a constant 1/R. ~ 1/R • The 
0 0 1. 0 
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relative coordinate combinations which appear in the Hamiltonian 

(Xi± iY.) = (xi+ iy.) and Z. = (R + z.). Using the coordinate 1 . 1 1 0 1 

transformation matrices {Eqs. (41) and (42)) we obtain 

(43) 

i~ i~ i~ 
yio (-cosSsinye + icosye ) + zio (sinSe ) 

From the methane rotational wavefunctions (Table VI) we note 

4n 
(xi + iyi) = -- (-x ~ - y ~ - z ~ ) /3 :io X, 1 i 0 y, 1 :fo z , 1 

Similar identifications may be made for the other expressions in the 

Hamiltonian. Thus each term in X(s
0 

-IH ) can be expressed as a 
2 i 

product of a spin function and a angular function which can be 

expressed in terms of the CH4 rotation eigenfunctions. 

In summary, we find the coordinate dependent terms in 

1 1 -- =--
R. R 

1 0 

4TI 
X. + iY. 

1 1 
(-x. ~ - y. ~ - z ~ ) 13 1o x,l 10 y,l i 0 z,l 

Z = R + 2
n/:2 (x ~ + y. ~ + z. ~ ) 

i 0 /3 fo X, 0 1o Y , 0 1o Z , 0 

(44a) 

(44b) 

(44c) 

(44d) 
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We have obtained a fairly simple expression for the oxygen-methane 

interaction in this section and would now like to consider the oxygen 

transitions which can occur in this process. 

3. Spin-'-Allowed Transition for Oxygen 

The allowed oxygen-induced methane transitions are those non-vanishing 

matrix elements 

(45) 

The wavefunctions for the system are a product of oxygen and methane 

wavefunctions 

(46) 

The appropriate methane wavefunctions have been described earlier in this 

chapter (Tables V, VI and VII). The oxygen wavefunctions are those 

obtained from diagonalizing the Hamiltonian for oxygen in a cubic field 

as discussed in Section B of·this chapter and are summarized in 

Table VIII for the first rotational level. The eigenfunctions for 

both o2 in the gas phase and in a cubic field are listed. These levels 

will be the only ones appreciably populated at the CH
4 

conversion temp

erature (Table III). For larger cubic fields the K = 1 rotational 

wavefunctions begin to have some contribution from higher rotational 

levels. This increased mixing would allow additional oxygen transitions 

between oxygen rotational levels and will not be considered further 

in this study. -1 
For small cubic fields (XOh = -20 em ) the 

wavefunctions given in Table VIII are greater than 98% of the computed 

wavefunction for the J = 0, 1 and 2 (K = 1) levels. 



!JmJ> 

J = 0 loa> 

J = 1 In> 

j10> 

11-1> 

J = 2 j22> 

121> 

120> 

Table VIII 

Oxygen Wavefunctions for the K = 1 Rotational Level* 

Gas Phase 

1 

-RC-11-1> + loa> - I-ll>) 

l 

= vzc j1o> - jol>) 
l 

= ~c11~1> - Il-l>) 
l 

= Vi:( I0-1> - l-10>) 

= j11> 
1 

= ~(jlO> + jOl>) T 
1 

= Y6(]1-1> + 2jOO> + ]-11>) 
l 

oh Field 

!JmJ> 

same 

same 

J21> 

1 
]2-1> 

Y2CI22> - 12-2>) 

1 

= iZ(jlO> + j01>) 
1 

= vz<I0-1> + 1-lO>) 
1 

fi( ]11> - l-1-1>) 
1 

I 
V1 
0 
I 

12-1> = fi(j0-1> + l-10>) \ J20> 
E l 1 

= ~(~-1> + 2100> + I-ll>) 
1 

* 

12-2> l-1-1> V2(j22> + 12-2>) 

The wavefunctions are given in terms of the jKmkms> basis (Eq.(12)). 

For all wavefunctions listed K = 1, and only the quantum numbers 
lmwms> are denoted above. 

Note mk + ms = mJ• 

= -IT(jll> + l-1-1>) 
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Only the spin part of the interaction Hamiltonian (Eq. (34)) will 

affect the oxygen wavefunction since we have assumed oxygen is fixed 

relative to the rotating methane. We look at what oxygen "spin-allowed" 

transitions are permitted by the s
0 

operator where s
0 

operates only 
2 2 

on the spin projection m • s 

S l~m > = m l~m ) 
Z K S S K S 

s-1~ ,m + 1) = /s(s + 1) - m (m + 1) l~m ) 
K S S S K S 

(S = 1 for the o2 triplet state.) + -The S , S and S operators have z 

non-vanishing matrix elements only between initial and final states 

which have 6m = 0, 1 and -1 respectively. For example, if oxygen is s 

in the ground state J = 0 we have 

J = 0 

l~ms> 

loo> = L < -11-1> + I oo > -13 . 

s loo> = -l <II-I>- I-II>) 
z 13 

s+loo> = 1:2 <-IIo> + loi>) 
13 

12 s-loo> = -- <lo-I>- 1-Io>) 
/3 

1-Il>> 

(47a) 

(47b) 

(47c) 

(48a) 

(48b) 

(48c) 

(48d) 

On comparison with the wavefunctions given in Table VIII we note that 

the following transitions are allowed between the loo> and !JmJ> states 



..:.s2-

< 10 I szl oo> 
12 

(l:uns=O) (49a) = -·-
13 

< 111 s+joo> 
-2 

(l:uns =1) (49b) =-
13 

( 1-11 s -I 00 ) 2 (.!1m =-1) (49c) =-
13 s 

The total angular momentum, spin + rotation, add to zero and would 

seem "spherical". However, the oxygen molecule's coupling with a methane 

proton is essentially via its electron-spin magnetic dipole which is 

much stronger than its rotation-induced dipole. The individual compo-

nents of the J=O state, spin and rotation, are not zero, and hence this 

"weighted" interaction provides a mechanism for catalyzing conversion. 

Thus the J=O ground state may participate in a dipole-dipole interaction 

inducing methane spin conversions but would require a simultaneous 

transition to a J=l level. 

For oxygen molecules in degenerate J states, transitions with 

~J = ±1, or 0 are allowed. The spin-allowed transitions of oxygen for 

the K=l manifold are summarized in Table IX for oxygen inaspherical 

cavity (gas-phase model). The introduction of a cubic field allows 

additional transitions as noted in Table IX. Only two states, 122> and 

12-2 > , recombine in an Oh field (Table VIII) as shown schematically below. 

J=2 

122), 12-l>, 120), 12-2) 
---~<'---E A (j22>+12-2)),j20) 

.__ ~r j21> ! <122>-12-2>),12-1> 
12 

~' 
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Table L'{ 

Spin-Allowed Transitions for Oxlgen in a S~herical Cavity 

J 0 0 4110> 

!IJ = +1 2 
- 7jl11> 

~Il-l> 

J = 1 Sz jll> i-Ju~ -+t21> 

.T = 

s+in>'' 122> 

s-Ill> 2 . 
- 7'f'j00-' + ~110> 11 ' - 77,' 20> 

S
2 

jlO> ~joo> - -AI20> 

0,±1 s+ l10> ~lu> + -;iln> 

s-IlO> 1 1 
72'11-1> - 72'12-1> 

S2 jl-1> 1 1 
- 211-1> - -zl2-l> 

s+ll-1> -;;fi 00> + -hilO> + ~120> 

s-11-1>* -122> 

S2 j22> 
,.,* 

)22> 

s+j22> ** 

s-122> ** 
ill> + 121> 

Sz 121> -tin>+ tl21> 

s+ In> * +122> 

s-121> + -;411o> + -;;t12o> 

!IJ = 0,-1 S
2

j20> - illO> 

s+j2D> 

sz 12-2> ** 

s-12-2>** 

-~In>+ ~21> 

#Il-l> + -;%12-P 

- lll-1> - ll2-l> 
2 2 

1 1 
- 72'110> + nl2 0> 

12-2> 

-12-2> 

-11-1> + 12-1> 

+The notat~on implies the matrix element <J 1mJ'/S!JmJ> ?Ccurs, and has the value <S>. 

In a cubic field non-vanishing matrix elements occur. with both the J = 2 E and 'l' levels. 

** These states appear in linear combination in a cubic field. 
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The transitions from the mixed states (Tmix and Emix) are given in 

Table X. 

It should be noted that in the coordinate system chosen to describe 

the methane-oxygen interaction, the Z axis is directed along the two 

molecules (Fig. 12). This choice allows the expression of the 

Hamiltonian in a fairly simple form. This direction may not actually 

correspond to a principal axis defined by the cubic field surrounding 

an oxygen molecule. However, the qualitative features expected would 

be the same as those given in Tables IX and X. 

The oxygen transitions have been determined by the spin functions 

in the interaction X(o
2
-cH

4
). The methane transitions, however, are 

dependent on both its spin and spatial ~oordinates and will now be 

considered. 

4. Spin-Rotation Allowed Transitions in Methane 

The dipole-dipole interaction between oxygen and methane has been 

expressed as the sum of the interaction between oxygen and each of the 

four protons (Eq. 33). In evaluating the transition matrix elements 

(Eq. 45), the oxygen-allowed transitions have been described in the 

previous section. We would now like to consider what methane states 

couple via this interaction. 

The Hamiltonian for an individual proton H. (Eq. 34) consists 
1 

of a product f(spin). xg(spatial) .. The function f(spin). operates on 
1 1 1 

the spin wavefunctions of both oxygen and the methane proton H .• The 
1 

spatial part is dependent only on the methane wavefunction, and it was 

shown earlier that the perturbation can be expressed in terms of the 
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Table X 

Oxygen Spin-Allowed Transitions from Eigenstate& Mixed in a Cubic Field 

* 

J = 2 mJ = ±2 

!J.J ... 0 

1 

I Tmix> = Yf'( 122> - 12-2>) 
1 

IEmix> = ~(122> + 12-2>) 

sJ\JI>* 

SzjTmix> 

s+ITmiJ? 

s-jTmix> 

5ziBroix> 

s+IEmix> 

s-IEmix> 

Other notation given as in Table IX. 

IEmix> 
1 1 

V2'jl-1> -v'2'j2-1> 
1 1 

Vz'jU> +1'2'j21> 

ITmix> 
1 1 

i211-1> +V212-1> 
1 1 

v"fjll> +~121> 
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symmetrized rotational wavefunctions of methane (Eq. 44) and the 

coordinates of the proton in the molecule-fixed frame (Eq. 41). 

As the methane molecule rotates, the relative spatial coordinates 

of the two interacting dipoles change, thus allowing coupling between 

rotational levels somewhat analogous to the intramolecular spin-spin 

interaction of oxygen. However, we note that the oxygen simultaneously 

"feels" each of the protons on the methane,and since the relative 

coordinates of each of the protons are correlated as the molecule 

rotates, this must be taken into account in our treatment of the problem. 

This implies effectively that in the evaluation of the allowed transi-

tions between two states (WCH
4
= WrotWspin), the sum 

< w j 1 I f <spin) i g·(spatial> i 1 wk> is not seperable into a product of 
i 

spin x space, i.e. 

f(spin)ig(spatial)ilw t W i > ; 
ro k sp ~ 

g(spatial)ijw t > < w 1 I L f(spin) .jl/1 . > 
ro k sp nj i 1 sp1nk 

(50) 

The proton spin operators acting on the spin functions must first 

be determined. For example, for jA22) = jaaaa> we have 



i 
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I jaa.aa> = ;la.aaa> = I = I = I 
zl z2 z3 z4 

I+ 
1 laaaa> • 0 • I+ .. 

2 
I+ • 

3 
I+ 

4 

(51) 

From Table V we see the non-vanishing ~trix elements for a spin state 

jA22) are 

<A22j I IA22) = 1 (i = 1,2,3,4) l1.1I): = 0 z .. 
1 

(A2lj Ii IA22) 1 = 2 (i = 1,2,3,4) 

<Txllji~IA22> = - t (i = 1,3) 1 + 2 (i = 2,4) (52) 

<Tyllji~jA22> 1 (i = 1,4) 1 (i = 2, 3) !1m = -1 =+- -2 2 I 

<Tz11lriiA22> 
1 (i = 1,2) +.! (i = 3,4) =--
2 2 

Note that the sum o:f the spin operators mix spin states m1 only within a 

given I state, i.e., 
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= I IA22) = 
ztot 

(53) 

2:I- IA22) =I- IA22) = 2IA21) 
i i . tot 

The nonzero matrix elements between A',T and E spin species for the 

+ -spin operators I , Ii and Ii are summarized in Tables XI, XII and 
zi 

XIII. For example, Table XI lists the spin-allowed transitions from 

any of the five A spin states. The initial A states are listed in the 

left-hand column and the final spin states such that <~finallf(spin) lA> 

are non-vanishing are listed to the right of it with the numerical 

value tabulated below. For further clarity in the explanation of the 

use of the table, one should compare the tabulation for the IA22) case 

with the more explicit form given in Eq. (52). 

One should note that there are no allowed transitions between 

an A and E spin state. Only A ~ A or T are allowed via the Hamiltonian 

describing oxygen catalyed conversion (Eq. (34)). The T nuclear 

spin species may mix with any of the nuclear spins (A, E or T), and 

the E spin state may be ultimately converted by oxygen to an A species 

by going first to a T state. 

Since only certain nuclear spin states are allowed within a rotational 

level, we must confirm whether the spin conversion is rotationally 

allowed. As discussed in part 1 of this section, we will consider 

only whether methane transitions between the J = 1 (T spin) and the 

J = 0 (A spin) levels are allowed via an oxygen catalyst. The transitions 

of A + T will be investigated for simplicity since there are only 5 J = 0 

A functions vs 9 J = 1 T functions. The spin conversion (T +A) 
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·Table XI 

Spin-Allowed Transitions from an A Spin Stat~* 
-:f 

Iz It li 
i 

A !! T T 

~ 
A j22> l'x Ty Tz A T T T2 jll> ,\ j2J > 

X y X y 
I 

// 
I I 

J22> 1 -;:-(+) 2(- + -) 2(-i-) 

I I I 

2 / 2(+) 

/ 
2(+ -) T(+) 

I I I 

3 2(+) 2(- +) ,.(+) 
/ 

/ 
I I I 

4,/ 2(+) 2(+ + +) 2(+) 

!! Tx T T
2 

jll> Aj21> T T T Aj22> Tx Ty T
2

jlO> Aj20> 
y X 

I I I I I 3 

121> 1 4(+ +) "(+) 2(+) 2fT(- + -) ~(+) 

I I .!. 1 _J__ 

2 4(- + +) 4(+) z (+) >fi(+ -) 2.,16'(+) 

t "l 

I 
1 1 3 

3. 4c+ + -) -;:(+) -;:-(+) 2'12(- +) 2 ,P,(+) 

.!. 1 1 1 J 

4 '(- -) 4(+) 2(+) n'2(+ + +) ovfi'(+) 

II Tx Ty T2 jlO> Aj20> Tx Ty T
2 

jll> Aj21> Tx T T
2

jl-l> Aj2-l> y 
_1_ 1 3 I 3 

j20> 1 2'\'T(+ +) 0 a'i'(+ +) 2VG(+) ~(- + -) :;:r;:'( +) 

I I 3 l J 

2 T?fc- + +) 0 2V6(- + +) aT(+) rl6(+ -) 270'(+) 

I I 3 I 3 

3 2~(+ + -) 0 2fi(+ + -) 2~7(+) 2V,(- +) 2->7(+) 

I 1 3 1 3 

4 2<{3'(- -) 0 2-/6'(- -) n'6(+) 2Vr:'(+ + +) 2"1'6'(+) 

H Tx T T
2

jl-l> Aj2-l> Tx Ty Tz jlO> Aj20> Tx Ty T Aj2-2> 
1 

y 
1 1 3 

z 
l 

j2-l> 1 4(+ +) •<-J >ff(+ +) -wt"(+) 2(+) 
I 

~- 1 
2 -::(- + +) +~-) + +) m<+) 2(+) 

.!. .!. I 3 1 
3 •(+ + -) d-) rlf(+ + -) 276'(+) 2(+) 

1 l 1 3 l 
4 4<- -) 4(-) ~(- -) 2-IT(+) 2"(+) 

H T Ty Tz Aj2-2> Tx T Tz Aj2-l> Tx Ty T A X y z 
1 1 1 

j2-2> 1 2(-) 2(+ +) 2(+) 
l 1 1 

2 2(-) 2<- + +) 2(+) 
l 1 1 

3 2(-) 2(+ + -) 2(+) 
l 1 l 

4 '<-) ;c- -) -;-(+) 

* See text for explanation of table. 



Table XII 

SEin-Allowed Transition from a T Spin State 

Izt Ii Ii 

1' H Tx Ty Tz[ll> AJ21> T Ty Tz AJ22> Tx Ty Tz[lO> AJ20> E1J 00> E2 JOO> ·x X 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Jn> 1 4(+ + -) -;( +) 2(-) TV'f(+ + -) 2fi(+) z..fi'( -) 2(-) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2 4(+ + +) 4(-) 2(+) me+ + +) 2?f(-) d2(+) 2(+) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

3 4(+ - +) 4(+) 2(-) 2-n'(+ - +) d6(+) m(-) Z(-) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 4(+ - -) -;(-) Z(+) zfi(+ - -). 2'16(-) n'z(+) 2(+) 

I 
H E1 JOO> E2 JOO> AJ20> Tx Ty Tz Jn> AJ21> Tx Ty Tzll-1> A J2-l> 0\ 

0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 

JlO> 1 -;(+) 2fi(+) 21'3(+) 2-,T{+ + -) 2fi(-) zfi(+ + -) -;-(+) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2 -;:- (-) 2fiC-) 2-{3(-) 2{2(+ + +) 2.[2(+) 2V2(+ + +) 2(-) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

3 4(+) 2-(2( +) 2f3(+) 212'(+ - +) 2 (i(-) 2V2'(+ - +) 2(+) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 4(-) 2-fi(-) 2-ll(-) 2?2'(+ - -) 2"12"(+) 2V2'(+ - -) 2(-) 

H Tx Ty TzJl-1> A J2-l> T Ty TzJlO> AJ20> E1J 00> £2 [00> Tx Ty Tz A [2-2> 
X 

1._ 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Jl-1> 1 4 (- - +) 4""(+) 2f2(+ + -) 2"'/6(-) 2fi(+) -;-(+) 2(+) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2 "<- - -) -;:-c-) 2-Yz"(+ + +) 2V6(+) 2 fi(-) -zc-) 2(-) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

3 "<- + -) -;;-(+) n7(+ - +) 2-Fo(-) n'2(+) z(+) 2(+) 

1._ 1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 4(- + +) 4(-) d2(+ - -) 2"16(+) 2'/2(-) -;-(-) 2(-) 
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Table XII. Continued. 

+ -
Iz, Ii Ii 

0 1 

T H Tx Ty T2 Ju> AJ21> Tx Ty Tz AJ22> Tx Ty T
2

Jl0> AJ20> E1 JOO> E2 JOO> y c l 1 l l l l . l 

111> 1 4(+ + +) 4(-) 2(+) zfi(+ + +) z-(6'(-) 2"(2( +) 2C-) 
1 1 1 l 1 l 1 

2 -;;-(+ + -) 4(+) 2(-) zf'?(+ + -) 21'6(+) 2'{2'(-) 2C+) 
l 1 1 l 1 1 1 (\ 

3 4(- + +) -;;- (+) 2(-) z'fi(- + +) 2'{6(+) d2(-) ;(+) -
1 l 1 l 1 1 l ~ 4 4(- + -) 4(-) 2(+) zfi(- + -) 2l7'( -) 2'Y2(+) ;c-) 

(IX 

!1o> H E1 !oo> E2 Joo> A -J20> Tx Ty T
2 

Jn> AJ21> Tx Ty T
2 
~ -1> AJ2-l> I c 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0\ 

4(-) nT(+) 2i3'(-) zY2'(+ + +) 2fl(+) 2¥2(+ +) '2( -) 
...... 

1 + I tr. 
l l 1 1 l I 1 

2 4(+) z-i2'(-) 2flC+) 2v2'C+ + -) 21'2(-) 2¥2'(+ + -) 2(+) 00 
l 1 l l 1 l 1 

3 4(+) 21'2'(-) 2-¥3'(-) 2;12'(- + +) 2-..'2(-) zfi(- + +) 2(+) 
(;'~ 

1 l l 1 l 1 l 

4 4(-) 2 '1"2'(+) 2Y3'(+) 2""112(- + -) 2>'2(+) n'2(- + -) 2(-) 
o~ 

Il-l> H Tx Ty T7.Jl-l> A J2-l> Tv Ty T~JlO> AJ20> E1 JOO> E7 JOO> Tx Ty Tz AJ2-2> 
l l 1 l l l l 

1 4(- - -) 4(-) 2V2'(+ + +) zR(+) z¥2(-) 2(+) 2(-) 
1 l l 1 l l I 

2 4(- - +) -;;-(+) zf2(+ + -) zfi(-) 2fi(+) 2(-) 2(+) 

l. l. l I l l. l. 
3 •c+ - -) 4 (+) z¥2(- + +) z16(-) zfi(-) 2(-) 2 (+) 

1 l. l 1 I l l 

4 4(+ - +) 4(-) zfi(- + -) zv6'(+) d2'(+) 2(+) 2( -) 



Table XII. Continued. 

r.+ -
I Ii zi 1 

Tz H Tx Ty Tz In> Al21> Tx Ty Tz Al22> Tx Ty TzllO> Al20> £1 100> 
1 1 1 1 1 I 

In> 1 4(- + +) 4(+) 2(-) d2.'(- + +) 2V6(+) fz(+) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 '" .. 
2 !;"(+ - +) 4(+) 2<-) 2l''2'( + - +) 2116(+) -fi(+) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

3 4(+ + +) 4(-) 2(+) Zfi(+ + +) 2?6'(-) fi(-) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

4 4"(- - +) 4(-) -;(+) 2'"12(- - +) a'S'(-) fi(-) 

110> H E1IOO> A 120> Tx Ty Tz Ill> Al21> Tx Ty Tzll-1> · Al2-l> 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 2(-) 2"V'3' ( +) 2-{2'(- + +) 7:"12(-) z,rz(- + +) 2i2(+) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 I 

2 2<-) n3(+) 2V2'(+ +) 2-fi(-)' 2"{2(+ +) 2112(+) 
0\ - - N 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
I 

3 2(+) 2"f3(-) d2(+ + +) 2fi(+) Zfl(+ + +) z-{2(-) 
1 1 1 1 1 I 

4 2(+) 2-{3(-) 2V2'C- - +) 2'Y2(+) 2"'/2(- - +) z-{2'(-) 

11-1> H "' Ty Tz Il-l> A J2-l> T Ty TzJ10> AJ20> E1J 00> Tx T/ Al2-2> 'x X 
1 I 1 1 I 1 

1 -;;-(+ - -) 4(+) 2y'2'(- + +) 2'16(-) -if(-) 2(+) 

1 I I l 1 l 

2 4(- + -) -;;- (+) zfi(+ - +) --z-Ye"(-) ftc-) ;(+) 
1 I 1 1 l / I 

3 :-c- - -) -;;- ( -) 2-.f2(+ + +) 2'16(+) if(+) 2c-) 
l I I l l l 

4 :-c+ + -) 4(-) 2-rz(- - +) zv6(+) ff( +) ;c-) 
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Tab~e XIII 

. _Spin-Allowed Transitionsfrom an E Spin State 

+ r.-Iz. Ii 1 
1 

H . Tx Ty Tz]~O> Tx Ty Tz Ill> Tx Ty Tzj1-l> 
"1 l 1 

E1 1oo> 1 "'i;(+ -2) "Ya'(- + +2) l'"n'(+ -2) 
1 1 . 1 

2 i;" (- + -2) 17(+ +2) l'S'(- + -2) 
1 1 1 

3 !;(+ + +2) l'T(- -2) ¥8(+ + +2) 
1 1 1 

4 i;" (- +2) ~(+ + -2) . 1'8(- +2) 

H Tx Ty TzllO> Tx Ty Tzl11> Tx Ty Tzl1-1> 
1 1 1 

E2 iOO> 1 272(+ + 0) -;(- 0) 2(0 + +) 
1 1 1 

2 2'12: (- 0) -;(+ + 0) -;(o -) 

1 1 1 

3 2i2'(+ 0) 2(- + 0) 2(+ 0) 
1 1 1 

4 zi7(-' + 0) 2(+ ... 0) 2<- + 0) 
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matrix elements will be the corresponding complex conjugate. We would 

like to determine what lwCH (J = 1) > exists such that 
4 

' . 
<w o WcH <J = 

2 4 
l) IJCo -cH ltllcH (J = 

2 4 4 
(5 ' 

The Hamiltonian (Eqs. (33) and (34) consists of three terms. For 

the first term, the spin operator leaves the net spin unchanged; 

~s = O = ~s(02) + 6IDI(CH4). 

the third ~m = ±2. 

The second term has 6m = ±1, and 
s 

s 

JC(fun. = 0) 
s ( 

2 2) Ri - 3Zi 1 - + 
~ S (S I - 4 (S I. + 
1 R. z zi 1 

·1 

(55a) 

(X.- iY.) (X. + iY .) 
1 1 

3 
JC(~m ±2) = -- E 

s 4 . 
1 

s+r: 
1 

(~m = +1) 
s 

. 2 
(xi - iYi) 

R~ 
1 

(~ = +2) 
s 

1 1 

R5 
i 

+ s I. 
1 

(6m 
s 

2 (X. + iY .) 
1 1 

R~ 
1 

(6m = 
s 

-2) 

R~ 
1 

-1) 
(SSb) 

(SSe) 

The transitions allowed from each term (Eq. (55a-c)) will be considered 

separately. We will use as our initial methane state. (J = 0 IA22>) in 

most examples. The pattern for allowed transitions will be considered 

in five specific cases (6m = 0,-1,+1,-2,+2). All the transitions 
s 

possible between the five J = 0 A states and nine J = 1 T states can 

be categorized from these five examples. Actually we will find that the 

6m = ±2 terms will not contribute to a J = 0 + J = 1 methane transition. 
s 
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a. JC(t:.ills--0~) • Using Eq. ( 44) , Eq. (55a) becomes 

2 z .. = 
1 

R2 + /2 47TR (x .. ''' •1• ) 
0 '~' + Y1o. '~'y·,·o + z; 1/lz ,o i3 0 1o x,o -'-() 

From Table XI, we see I and I+i j22> do not connect with any 
zi 

(56) 

T states and terms containing I~ need only be considered. One notes on 

inspection of Table XI or from Eq. (53) the ; f(spin) term will mix 
R 

an A state only with A states. It will be sh8wn that the third term 

in the expansion of Z~ (Eq. (56)) also contains no possible mixing 

with a J = 1 T state. Only the second term, 

will allow the transition J = 0 + J = 1. 

Let us consider this second term first. The transition matrix 

element for this term is of the form (Eqs. (55a) and (56)). 

(57 a) 

(1/Jrot(J = 1)1/1 • (T) I L: (xi 1/1 + y. 1/1 · + z. 1/1 )I~I1/I (J=0)1/I . (A22)) sp1n i o x,o 1o y ,o 1o z ,o 1 rot sp1n 

where 

c 47T 12 
= R4 i3 

0 

(57b) 
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The proton coordinates for the Euler angles (0,0,0) (Eq. (41)) and 

the <T!I~I22) (Table XUare listed below. 

(T I r":-122 > Hi 'I' T T In> xio yio z. 1 X y z 1o 

1 1/2(- + -) d -d d 

2 1/2(+ -) -d d d 

3 1/2(- +) d d -d 

4 1/2(+ + +) -d -d -d 

As we perform the sum 

<ll! (J==l)liJ i (T)IE(xiolll +yi liJ + zi lllz o)I-illll. t(J=O)liJ p1·n(A22)> rot sp n i x,o o x,o o , ro s 

we must remember the J = 1 product wavefunctions are of the form 

1JJ tlJJ . (J = 1)) = _! (IT lm1 )IJJ + IT lm
1 

>t/1 + I_Txl m
1 

>t/1
2 

,m) ro sp1n 13- . x x,m y y ,m 

(Table VII). The spin term·;. < T lr~ 122 >, requires m
1 

= 1 for the final 

T state. As we sum, Eq. (57) becomes 
1 

<~JJ ' 0 I s+lt/1
0
. >(-

4
3 c) (-2d) ~<IJJ I~JJ Ill~ (J = O) ><T 11 i'r 11 > + 

2 2 /3 ~ . X, m X, 0 rot X . X 
(58) 

(liJ . I t/1 I t/1 (J = 0) ><T 111 T 11 > + (ljJ I t/1 I t/1 (J = 0) > (T Ill T 11> t y,m y,o rot y y z,m z,o rot . z z ~ 

" " 1 1 

We note that all cross terms such as ( IT )t/J ) (y. ljJ ) vanish when 
x x,m 1o y,o 

summed over i. The wave function ljJ (J = 0) is a constant = l/2TI rot 

and thus the orthogonality (Eq. (29)) of the terms (t/Jx,mlt/ix,ol in> 
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etc, requires m = 0 to contribute. The value of the transition element 

(Eq. (58)) is thus <tJJ ~ Is+ I tJJ 0 >(A) where 
2 2 

rC-H o /2 41T 
with d = - = .63A and C· = - 4 . 

fi IJR ·o 

The transition allowed by the 11m = 0 term (Eq. (55a)) is 
s 

Initial Final 

CH4 02 

0 IA22) 2] [:~~OJ 
-

.6m = 0 s 

11m =0 
J 

The transition matrix element (Eqs. (54) and (55a)) is denoted 

(59) 

(60a) 

(60b) 

Q((f1ms = O)>. The possible o2 transitions depend on the initial state 

and have been summarized earlier (Tables IX and X). Note that 6m
3

= 0; 

6.m
8 

= 6.ms(02) + 6.mi(CH4) = 0 and the sum 6.ms +11m
3

= 0. 

We will now show that the third term in the expansion of z7 
l. 

(Eq. (56)) will not contribute to a J = 1 transition. The expansion is 

of the form 

- 2 '2 
E Ii(x:i tJJ i 0 x,o (61) 

+ 2zio yio ''' tJJ + 2x .. z. tJJ llo ) '~'z,o y,o l.o l.o x,o'~'z,o 
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Proceeding analagously, we can deduce the contributions from this 

sum with the methods used to arrive at Eq. (58). 2 Since the x. · 
:to 

for any i the sum 

0 

2 2 
There are no A+ T contribution from xio and similarly for yio and 

2 
zio • 

The cross terms are shown to vanish by the following observations: 

The product (x. yi ) has the same sign behavior as -z 
l.o o io 

x. y, 
:to l.o 

z. X, y, 
l.o l.o l.o 

d -d d -d2 

-d d d· -d2 

d d -d d2 

-d -d -d d2 

as -z. l/J :to z,o 
and (x. y, ljJ ljJ ) will "behave" 

1o l.o x,o y,o as one sums. Comparing 

with Eq. (58), the only xi
0
yi

0 
term remaining is of the form 

(1/Jz,mll/Jx,ol/Jy,oll/Jrot(J = O)>. The l/Jx,o' l/Jy,o and l/Jz,m are defined 

as combinations of the D~1~ functions. It is simpler to evaluate , 
the complex conjugate (l/J (J = O)ll/J l/J ll/J >, (l/J (J = 0) = 1

2
Tf so rot x,o y,o z,m rot 

* we need not consider D explicitly in the evaluation of the matrix 

element). From the 'definitions of the rotational wavefunctions 

(Eqs. (29) and (30)), we obtain 

(62) 
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(
_l_)l/2 D (1) 

~z,m = 8~2 O,m (62) 

The integral !~ ~ ~ dn can be straight-forwardly evaluated · x,o y,o z,m 

since the integral of the product of three D function can be expressed 

30 in terms of the 3-j symbols. 

The 3-j symbol is zero unless E ki 
i 

= L m. = 0. 18 
1 i 

This requires that m = 0 for ~ • Furthermore the sum of any two j z,m 

values must be greater than or equal to the third, jl + j 2 ~ j etc 
. 3 

(63) 

(64) 

(the triangle inequality). 18 The possible values of j 3 are 0, 1 and 2, 

corresponding to the possible rotational levels of.~ of J = 0, 1 and 2. z ,m 

From Eqs. (62) and (63) 

but18 

if (65) 

Thus transitions between an AI22)(J = 0) and Tlll)(J = 1) methane 

states can not occur from a ~ ~ perturbation. We note in passing x,o y,o · 
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that the rotational level J = j 3 = 2 has T states allowed, and from 

29 
the form of the rotational wavefunction given by Yamamoto and Kataoka, 

a A/22)(J = 0) ~ Tlll)(J. = 2) transition may perhaps be allowed. We 

will not, however, consider these transitions in detail here. 

The other cross terms which appear in Eq. (61), x. zi and z. y. , 
l.o o l.o l.o 

may be evaluated in the same way. The term xio zio has the sign behavior 

of -y. , and thus the integral f~. ~ ~ d~ is to be evaluated. This 
1.0 x , o z , o y , m 

requires that m = 0 and will hence vanish if jf. 1 = 1. 
1.na 

The transition 

matrix element between J = 0 and J = 1 will likewise vanish for the 

z. y. term. Thus the only allowed J = 0 ~ J = 1 transition by the 
l.o l.o 

term JC(tun = 0) (Eq. (55a)) is summarized in Eq. (60). 
s 

b. JC(tun = -1). For the second term in the Hamiltonian, Jf(ilm = s 

(Eq. (55b)), the proton spin operators I and I: in the t.m = +1 term 
z. l. s 

l. 

.
3 

Z.(X.- iY.) 
2: _.:;:l. __ l.~· __ l.=-

- 2 i Rs 
i 

wi~1 not allow transitions between an IA22) and T state (Table XI). 

For the remaining part of Eq. (55b) (tun = -1), again only the term 
s 

12: 
2 i 

Z.(X. + 
l. l. 

R~ 
l. 

need be considered. Using Eq. (44) we obtain 

±1) 

-35 
z 

2R5 
0 

2: I: .[R + 12 27T (x. ,, + y. ,,, 
l. 0 ,-;:- ,_ '~'x o ,_ '~'y,o 

i v3 . ..., ' ..., 
+ z. ~ )]· 

l.o z, o (66) 
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We would like to determine which coordinate terms will contribute to 

a J = 0 + J = 1 transition. We will see th~t only 

R (x. ~ 1 .. + Yi ~ 1 + z. ~ 1) 
0 ~0 x, 0 y ~· ~0 z' 

will participate. However, let us examine the other terms first and 

show they have no contribution. These are of the form 

+ x · z~_ (~ 1jJ 1 + ~ 1~ ) + Y · z · (~ 1~ + ~ ~ 1) l.o .w x, o z , x , z , o 1.0 1o y , z , o y , o z , 

2 - 2 - 2 -The terms~ x. I., ~ y. Ii and~ z. I. = 
i l.o l. i l.o i. l.o l. 

transitions between Al22) and a IT> spin 

d2 ~ I- and will not allow 
i i 

state. The cross terms 

(xio Y io), (xio zio) and (y io zi
0

) go as -zio , -y io and -xio respectively 

in sign behavior. So from Eq. (58), the integrals due to each cross 

term in a J = 0 + J = 1 transition will be of the form (recall 

,,, = ....!. ( I T >·'· + 'I T )•" + I T )·'· ) ) '~'J=l 13 x '~'x,m y '~'y,m z '~'z,m. 

~ I.x. yi 
i l. l.o o 

~ I.x. z. 
i l. l.o l.o 

(68) 

E I.y. zi 
i l. l.o o 

yields f(~ ~ + ~ . ~ )~ dQ y,l z,o y,o z,l x,m 

In terms of the Dk(j) functions (Eqs. (29) and (30)) the integral ,m 

associated with the ~ I~x. yi terms is of the form 
i l. l.o o · 

J ~ 
(1) (1) (1) (1)) 

D D - D D ~ dQ -1,1 -1,0 1,1 1,0 2,m 

(67) 
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with t/J ex: D(l) from Eqs. (63) and (64) we see k + k
2
. + k

3 
=I= 0 and z,m o,m -1. 

the integral vanishes. 

The integral corresponding to the r s-ixi· z. becomes 
o l.o 

J(D(l) D(l) - D(l)D(l) + D (l)D(l))t/1 dQ 
-1,1 0,0 1,1 0,0 -1,0 0,1 y,m 

Equations (63) and (64) requires m = -1, thus t/J ex: /D(l) + D(l)) 
y,-1 ~ -1,-1 1,1 

(Eqs. (29) and (30)). If we substitute t/1 1 into the integral y,-

expression, there will be eight triple products of Dk • The integrands 
,m 

are: 

0 0 

+ D(l) D(l) D(l) - D(l) D(l) D(l) + D(l) D(l) D(l) - D(l) D(l) D(l) 
-11 00 1-1 11 00 1-1 -10 01 1-1 10 01 1-1 

II 

0 
II· 

0 

Four of these will vanish upon integration since L: k. :f 0 (Eq. (64)) . 
1. 

The remaining integrals are evaluated using Eq. (63) and are proportional 

to the sum of 3-j products 

(
n 1) (11 1) (u 1) ·(n 1) ( 111) (n \ ( 111) (11 1) 

- 10-1 10-1 - 10-1 01-1 + -101 10-l} + -101 01-1 

~odd _J ~odd___/ 

We utilize one more property of 3-j symbols to show that these four 

30 terms cancel. 

(69a) 
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for (k,R-,n) an even permutation of (1,2,3), and 

for (k,R.,n) an odd permutation of (1,2,3) 

The integral for the E I-iy. z. , 1 (1/J 11/J + ljJ 11/J )ljJ dQ i l.o l.o y, z,o y, z,o x,m 

.alsp vanishes, in exact analogy to the treatment of E Ii-x. z .. 
i l.o l.o 

(69b) 

The only term for X(~m = ±1) (Eq. (55b)) left to be considered in s 

Eq. (66) is 

(70) 

x R (xi ljJ 1 + yi 1/J 1 + z. ljJ 1) 
0 0 y, . 0 y, ~ z, 

The transition 

' '· 

<I/J0 1/J t(J = 1)1/J i (T)Ix<~m = 
2 ro sp n .s -l)II/J0 ljJ (J = D)ljJ i (A22)> 

2 rot sp n 

in analogy to Eq. (58) becomes 

( 
= 12 47f) 

with C - /3 R: 

(ljJ II/J 1 11/J (J = O))(T lliT 11) + y,m y, rot y y 
(71) 

(ljJ II/J lti/J (J = O)>(T lliT ll>l z,m z, rot z z ) 

" " 
1 1 
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The term<~ I~ 1 1~ t(J = 0)) = _! <~ I~ ) =!_if m =~and x,m x, ro 2TI x,m x,l 2n 

similarly for ~ and ~ • The value of the transition element y,m z,m 

(Eq. (71) is 

' <~o Is l~o > <12 A) 
2 z 2 

(72) 

where .A is defined in Eq. (59). 

We list· the, transition by the 'JC(fun. = -1) term for initial state 
s 

IA22) J = 0 (see Eq. (59) and text following it for further details). 

Initial Final 

CH4 02 SI. CH4 02 z 1 
--+-

11m =1 
J lJ·OIA22> j [Jo l 

;..:02) 

[J=liTll> J [J0/l,ol 
(73a) 

m =0 m =2 11m =-1 m =1m =1 · ms(02) J I s J I 

(JC(f1m = -1)> = <s >o (./2 A) s z 2 
(73b) 

c. JC(l1m = +1). The term in Eq. (55b) which corresponds to 
. s 

fun =+lis evaluated in exact analogy to the previous example (part 4(b)). We 
s 

will follow the analogue through briefly. We use as our initial state 

~CH = ~rot(J = O)IA21) .. In the /1m
8 

= +1 term, 
4 

(_ l '£ 

\ 2 i 

Z. (X. - iY.) 
1 1 .1 

R5 
i 

+ . I. will not allow transitions between A~ T (Table XI), and we examine 
1 

only the 
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term. Using Eq. (44) we obtain 

- 1_ S + I: Iz rR + l:rr/2 (x . ,,, . + ,,, + '" )] 
2 R5 i i[o 13 _ io'~'x,o Yio'~'y,o z~'~'z,o 

0 

(74) 

x [+ 41T (xi 1jJ 1 + Y. 1jJ 1 + z. 1jJ 1)1 /3 o X, 1o y, - 1o · z , - J 

The product terms.which do not contain R are considered first and are 
0 

of the same form as in the ~m = -1 example (Eq. (67)),with the value s 

-1 replacing +1 

2 

(i.e., ljJ 11jl (Eq. (67» ~ 1jJ 11J; , etc). Again x, x,o . x,- x,o 

the I: xi I , E o zi 
2 2 yi I , I: zi I terms have no A~ T transitions. The 

0 z. 0 z. 
1 1 

cross terms have integrals (in analogy to Eq. (68) )· 

I: I X y ~ J<ljlx,-lljlx,o + ljlx,oljly,-l)ljlz,mdQ i z. io io 1 

r I X Z ~ J<ljlx,-lljlz,o + ljlx,oljlz,-l)ljly,mdQ i z. io io 1 

r I y z ~ J<ljly -lljlz o + ljly -lljlz o)\)Jx mdQ 
i z. io io 1 

, , , , , 

which require m = +1 (Eqs. (63) and (64)). Using the properties of the 

3-j symbols given in Eqs. (63), (64) and (69) in the same manner as in 

Eq. (4b),these integrals vanish. The remaining_term which allows an 

A ~ T transition is 

-3 s+ (+4 ) • = -1) =-2 - 5 E-.1T. I-iR (x.ljl 1· y_, 1jJ 1 +z.ljl 1) 
R. i /3 o 1o x,- .I.() y,- 1o z,-

1 
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The transition matrix element becomes (compare with Eq. (71)) 

<1JJ0' ls+I1JJ0 >/::.3~)(+d){<1JJ I1JJ 1 11JJ (J = o)><T HIT lU + 
2 2 \212 /3 x,m x,- rot x x 

<1JJ I1JJ 1 11JJ (J = o><T !liT 11> + y,m y,- rot y y 

<1JJ liP. 111JJ (J = O) ><T HIT 1u} z , m z , - rot z z 

The final methane state must require m = 

transition element is <ljJ~ ls+I1JJ0 >(~A) 2 2 
the allowed transition from J=OIA21) by 

(S+I ) is: 
z. 

]. 

Initial 

-1, and the value of the 

(see Eq. (73)). In summary, 

the relevant X(&m = +1) term 
s 

Final 

(75a) 

<X(t.m = +1)> = <s+> (t;A) s 02 
(75b) 

d. JC(t.m = -2). From Eq. (55b) we have --s 
2 

3 (X. + iY.) 
JC(t.m -2) s I. 

]. ]. 
= = - - l: s 4 i ]. R~ 

]. 

· We consider here the rotationally allowed transitions due to the 

- 2 
sum~ I.(X. + iY.) using the methods developed in the previous 

]. ]. ]. ]. 

examples. From Eq. (44) 
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(X. + iY.) = - (x. 1/J l + y. 1/J l + z. 1/J 1 ) 
. . 2 (47T)2 .. .. . . 2 

l. l. 13 l.o x, l.o y, l.o z, . 

2 
y. 

l.o 

2 
and z~ will not allow any A~ T transitions. The 

cross terms yield matrix elements of the form (recall 1/J ... 
1 

is a J=O A 
1.n1.t1.a 

state and 1/Jf. 1 is of the form (Tx1/Jx,m + Ty1/Jy,m + Tz~z,m)) 1.na 

L: Iixio y io .. f 1/J x, 11/J y, 11/J z , m dQ 

L: Iixio zio .. f 1/Jx,ll/J z ,11/Jy ,mdQ 

L: 1 iy io zio .. f 1/Jy,ll/Jz,l~x,mdQ 

The above integrals vanish unless 1/Jf. 1 m = -2. Only rotational 1.na 

states with J ~ 2 have m = mJ values of -2, and, therefore, no transitions 

between J = 0 and J = 1 are induced by K(~m = -2). 
s 

e. ~(~m = +2). This term is of the form ------s:----'-

From Eq. (44) 

~(~m 
s 

(X - iY. )
2 

3 S+I+ i l. 
+2) = 4 r i ---R...,.: 

l. 

and by the same arguments as part 4(d) above, if the initial state 

is a J = 0 A state the final state in the transition 
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must require m
3 

= +2 for the final state. Hence, no J = 0 ~ J = 1 
' 

transitions occur via the (~m = +2) interaction. s 

In 4(a)-(e) we have considered five terms in the Hamiltonian. We 

list them below along with the ~s' ~mJ selection rule observed. 

In 4(a) we examine the part of ~(~m = 0) 
s 

JC(4a) = -l L: 
4 i 

and found if ~initial(CH4 ) 

{~f. 1 Pf(4a)l~. i . 1 > was 1.na 1.n t1.a 

+ -~ 3Z~) ~ms = 0 
S 1 i -R - -5 ~ = 0 

i R. mJ 
1. 

= ~ (J = O,m
3 

= 0) ~ • (A22) and rot sp1.n 

to involve a ~ of rotational state final 

(76a) 

J = 1 (T i ), the spin operators required the T state be I= 1, m1 1 
sp n 

while the spatial function required if J = 1 that m
3 

= 0. 

The actual Hamiltonian terms evaluated in 4(b)-(e) are 

-3 S I~Z.(Xi + iY.) ~ = -1 
~(4b) 

z 1. 1. 1. s =- L: 
R~ ~mJ = +1 2 i 

(76b) 

l 

+ - iY.) ~ 
-3 S IziZ.(X. +1 

JC(4c) 1. 1. 1. s =- r 
R~ ~mJ -1 2 i = 

l 

(76c) 

-3 s -I~(X. + iY .) 2 
~m -2 

JC(4d) 1. 1. l s .-r 
R~ ~mJ +2 4 i = (76d) 

1. 
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+ + 2 
S li(Xi- iY) 

JC( 4e) = -3 L: -------=i,__ 
4 

i R? 
l. 

, If" .. 

0 :,) 

/::,.m = +2 . s 

llmJ = -2 

Assuming a·pa~ticular initial methane state the possible 

final states and their transition amplitude are summarized 

below. We use the notation ~(J,mJ,mi) (Table VII) to denote the 

methane states. 

CH4 

(76e) 

(J = 0) ~initial (J = 1) ~final <~flxl~i> 

~(0,0,2) 
JC(4a) 

~(1,0,1) (S+>o A 
S+I~ 2 

l. 

(77a) 

~(0,0,2) ~(1,1,1) (S > (+/2A) (77b) 
z 0 

2 

~(0,0,1) 

~(J=O any A 
state) 

~ (J=O any A 
state) 

JC(4d) 

s I. 
l. 

JC(4e) 

++ 
S. Ii 

~(1,-1,1) 

No J=l 
CH4 states 

No J=l 
CH4 states 

' ' The constant A is defined in Eq. (59), and <s>0 - <~0 !sl~0 >. The 
2 2 2 

value of <s>0 for allowed oxygen transition, ~O + ~O , have been 
2 2 . 2 

previously summarized in Table IX and X. The notation 

(77d) 

(77e) 
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+-s Ii is a reminder of which term in X(~ms = 0) (Eq. (55a)) is actually 

calculated. 

~y of the allowed methane transitions from a J = 0 to a J = 1 

rotational level can be readily discribed by the examples in Eqs. 77a,b,or c. 

This can be illustrated in the following example: 

We would like to determine which transitions are allowed from a 
' 

CH4 J = 0 IA21) state by the ~(~s = 0) term described in Eq. (55a). 

The I; operator will not yield IA21) ~ IT> transitions, and 

remains. Let us consider the S I term first. 
z zi 

2 
We can express Zi in terms of ~rot(CH4 ) as in Eq. (56). In analogy 

2 to Eq. (57), we can examine one of the terms in the expansion of Z., 
l. 

which yields the transition element (compare with Eq; (57)). 

The sum over i is easily performed if we compare the pattern of 

(78) 

0)) 

(T I I~ 122} (considered in part 4 (a)) with that at (T I Izi 121> in Eq. (78). 

From Table XI we find they have exactly opposite sign behavior. 

<T I I: 122 > 
l. 

(T I I 121) z. 
l. 

Hi T T T Ill> H. T T T llu 
X y z l. X y z 

1 1/2(- + -) 1 1/4(+ +) 

2 1/2(+ -) 2 1/4(- + +) 

3 1/2(- +) 3 1/4(+ + -) 

4 1/2(+ + +) 4 1/4(- -) 
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In fact, from Table XI we see that,all of the matrix elements 

<$ i (T)II. lw i (A)> follow the same pattern and differ only'by a sp n 1 sp n 

constant and the mi value of the resultant T state. For example, the 

nonzero matrix elements for <TII~IA22} are 

<Txlll !~ IA22 > 
1 

= -2 

<T llii-IA22> = +.!. 
y 1 2 

<Tzllii~IA22> = 
1 etc 
2 

where as for <TII~IA21> we have nonzero elements 

1 
=- -- etc 

212 

Thus the r need not be performed explicitly for each lA> state. 
i 

By inspection of Eq. (58), Eq. (78) is given by 

(79) 

{<w · lw lw <J = o)><T niT 11> + ... } x,m x,o rot x x 

We see the spatial terms remain unchanged and the rotational selection 

rules are thus the same,(m = 0) in Eq. (79)). All product terms 

2 E xi yi , Ex. , ••• etc which vanish by previous arguments are based on 
~ o 1o 
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rules for the spatial wavefunctions and are still valid. From Eq. (77a) 

we see the value of the matrix element of Eq. (79) is therefore. 

<s >0 2A. 
z 2 

This reasoning is applicable in examining any of the J = 0 ~ J l 

transitions, and all transitions will fall into the pattern of 

Eq. (77)a,b,or c, with an appropriately scaled matrix element. 

With the aid of Table XI and Eqs. (77)a-c, the allowed J = 0 ~ J 1 

methane transitions may be deduced. The results are summarized in 

Table XIV for the possible perturbations X(6m ). The spin term, as 
s 

for example S+I- denotes which term in X(6m ) (Eq. (55)) induces the 
i s 

I 

transition. The matrix element <s> = <~0 lsl~0 > and depends on the 
2 2 

initial and final oxygen states ~O 
2 

and ~~ • The possible oxygen 
2 

transitions were discussed previously and are summarized in Tables IX and X. 

We have seen that an oxygen-catalyzed interspecies conversion of 

methane from the J = 1 (T spin) level to the J = 0 (A spin) level is 

allowed. In conclusion, we shall summarize briefly the conversion 

process at l°K. 

2f 
The heat capacity anomaly attributed to the J = 1 ~ 0 

(and J = 2 E ~ J = 0) spin conversion of methane in D2d sites occurs at 

about l°K where oxyge~ is mainly in its J = 0 state (Table II). From 

Table IX we saw that oxygen may participate in a methane conversion 

only if it is simultaneously excited from its J = 0 to J = 1 level. 

The calculated energy levels for 02 have been summarized in Table II. 

The introduction of an Oh field about the oxygen molecule will not change 

-1 
its 6E~1 ~ 4 em appreciably. The theoretical methane energy 

4 -1 
spacings of the J = 1 rotational level in n2d sites is 1.9°K = 1.3 em 
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Table XIV. Oxygen-induced transitions'between J = 0 and J = 1 rotational 
levels of methane.* 

lJiinitial 

lJirot lJispin &n 

J=O m =0 
J 

IA22) 0 

-1 

IA21> 0 

0 

-1 

-1 

1 

IA20> 0 

0 

0 

-1 

-1 

1 

1 

* 

s 

'JC 
&n

3 
spin term 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

-1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

-1 

-1 

S I 
z. 

1 

s I. z .1 

S I z . 
1 

s I. z 1 

lJifinal 

lJirot lJispin 
J=l m

3 

0 

1 I Tll) 

0 I Tll) 

0 ITlO) 

1 ITll) 

1 ITlO> 

-1 ITll) 

0 IT10) 

0 ITl-1> 

0 ITll) 

1 ITlO) 

1 ITl-1) 

-1 IT1o > 

-1 !Tll) 

12A <s > 
z 

2A<s > 
z 

LA<s+> 
12 

1 --- A(S ) 
/2. 

A <s > 
z 

L A <s+> 
/2. 

~ A<s > 
/3 z 

.!_ A<s+> 
16 

_.!_A<s-> 
16 

- l2 A(S-) 
13 

_l A<s-> 
13 
./z A<s+> 

13 

_.1:_ A <s > 
/3 z 

See text for explanation of the table. The methane wavefunctions are 
listed in Table VII. The constant A in the last column is defined in 
Eq. (59). 
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Table XIV. Continued. 

lj!initia1 j{' lj!fina1 

lj!rot lj!spin 6m L'-mJ spin term lj!rot lj!spin s 
.. 

J=O m =0 
J 

J=1 m 
J <w f I]( lljJ i > 

IA2-1) 0 0 S I 0 IT1-1 > 2A(S > z z. z 
~ 

s-r: IT10) 1 -
0 0 0 -- A<s > 

1 rz 
- IT1-1) 

1 -
-1 1 s I ' 1 -- A(S ) 

z. rz ~ 

' 

1 -1 S I+ -1 IT10) A <s ) 
z i z 

1 -1 S+I -1 I T1-1) _!. A<s+> 
z. rz ~ 

IA2-2) 
- + 

I Tl-1 > -A(S - ) 0 0 s I. 0 
~ 

1 -1 s I: 1 I Tl-1) 12 A<s > z ~ z 
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-1 
with J = 1 levels in Oh sites about·l3°K (9 em ) above their ground 

state. 
. . 2f 

This model is supported by the experiments of Vogt and P1tzer. 

Upon cooling, at l°K we have the following processes simultaneously 

occurring: 

I 
J = l(T) 

-1 
1.3 em 

J = O(A) 

-1 4cm 

J = 1 

2 -1 em 

J = 2 

J = 0 

0 (XO ::::::: 0) 
2 h 

We have indicated here that some oxygen molecules may populate the 

J = 2 levels, .and the J = 2 -+ J = 1 excitation may also occur. An 

-1 -1 . 
extra 2.7 em (or .7cm ) above the energy obtained by a methane 

depopulation is required to excite the oxygen molecule. The work of 

Dorner and Stiller~3 indicate that a 2.7 cm-l phonon is probably 

within the elastic region of the phonon spectrum of methane. 

phonon modes enter into the methane-oxygen interaction through 

The 

R ' 0 

the distance between the two molecules. We treated R as a constant here 
0 

but it does vary with the lattice vibrations. d 
. 24 Motizuki an Nagam1ya 

have considered this phonon process in their theory of solid 

ortho-para hydrogen conversion (a two phonon process was energetically 

required since 6E(J = 0-+ 1) = 172°K). Although we will not consider 

the phonon-coupling explicitly in our methane-oxygen problem, we do note 

that the phonon energies required are expected to fall within the 
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elastic region, and thus the energetics required are reasonable. 

At temperatures well below l°K the oxygen and methane molecules 

are in their ground states. As the sample is heated, one expects that 

thermal equilibration of the methane molecules should initially be slow. 

From Table XIV one sees that an oxygen-induced methane conversion from 

a J = 0 A spin state to a J = 1 T state may occur when coupled spin 

with an appropriate oxygen transition. Since most of the oxygen 

molecules will be in the J = 0 ground state, a methane-induced oxygen 

transition would require a o2 (J = 0) ~ o2 (J = 1) transition (Table IX). 

From the energy level scheme illustrated above, one finds that this 

-1 simultaneous excitation requires a phonon energy of 5.3 em • The 

elastic region of the phonon frequency distribution reported by Dorner 

and Stiller33 extends to approximately 0.6 meV (5 cm-1). Data were 

not given for the region from 0.6-2 meV (5-16 cm~1). Since a phonon 

with an approximate energy of 5.3 cm-l lies above the upper end of 

the elastic region, its occurrence may be unlikely, and one might 

expect that a concerted methane J = 0 ~ J = 1 and oxygen J = 0 ~ J = 1 

transition would be energetically improbable. 

An oxygen molecule in a J = 2 level may induce a methane transition 

and remain in a J = 2 level or may be excited to a J = 1 level (Table IX, 

with total requirement of 1.3 em -1 if the final state of o2 a energy 

is J 2 and -1 
if the final state of is J = 1. Both these = 3.3 em 02 

energies lie within the elastic region of the phonon spectrum. 

In an interaction with methane an oxygen molecule in a J = 1 level 

may remain in· a J = 1 level or undergo deexcitation to a J = 2 or J = 0 

level (Table IX). If the final state ·of oxygen corresponds to J = 1, a 

X) 
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-1 1.3 em phonon (within the elastic region) can provide the necessary 

energy. If the oxygen drops to a J = 2 or J= 0 level, additional 

-1 phonon contributions are not required since a net energy of 0.7 em 

-1 . 
or 2.7 em is released. 

Thus as one begins to heat a methane-oxygen sample, initial 

thermal equilibration should be slow. After appreciable thermal 

population of the J = 2 and J = 1 levels of oxygen, more rapid methane 

spin equilibration can occur. 

The lowest temperatures for oxygen-methane mixtures were obtained 

b V d P
. 2f y ogt an 1tzer. The sample was cooled to approximately 0.3°K 

before heat capacity measurements were performed. At this temperature 

approximately 8% of the methane molecules are in the J = 1 (T) states. 

For the oxygen molecules 5% are in the J = 2 states and 0.03% are 

in the J = 1 states. Although the o2 J = 0 ~ 2 energy seperatio~ is 

slightly larger than the CH4 A~ T seperation, the.relative degeneracy 

of the o2 J = 0 and J = 2 levels is 1:5. Therefore, although there 

may be an initial lag in methane spin-equilibration at low temperatures, 

as the temperature rises, the rate of population of the J = 2 levels 

of oxygen is enhanced by its five-fold degeneracy, and appreciable 

amounts of oxygen in the thermally excited levels become available 

to aid in methane spin conversion. 

In summary, we have considered in this chapter the nature of 

oxygen in a crystalline matrix and its role as a catalyst in the 

nuclear-spin-species conversion of solid methane. We have shown that 

a dipole-dipole interaction between the unpaired electronic spin of 

oxygen and the nuclear spin of a methane proton can provide a mechanism 
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for spin conversion. between methane rotational levels. This is 

undoubtedly an important pathway for methane spin-equilibration at 

low temperatures. 
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II. THERMODYNAMICS OF MUEJ) ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS 

.· 
A. Introduction 

The interests in systems involving mixed aqueous electrolytes span a 

wide range of disciplines in science and include systems of biological, 

geological, as well as chemical importance. The thermodynamic properties 

of most pure electrolytes of interest have been measured at room temperature. 

However, for mixed electrolytes, only a small number of systems have been 

studied. The range of compositions of potential interest is enormous, 

and a method for making relatively accurate predictions of these thermo-

dynamic properties would be of great value. 

The nature of the liquid phase of water, its interaction with the 

solute, and the solute-solute interactions are not fully understood. Thus, 

a complete theoretical description of the complex nature of aqueous electrolyte 

solutions using quantum-statistical methods is not yet feasible. 

A primary objective in this work is the prediction of the thermodynamic 

properties of mixed aqueous electrolytes at concentrations of practical 

importance by equations of minimum complexity. 
I 

In a series of papers, Pitzer has developed the framework for the 

treatment of mixed electrolytes in this work. The three preceeding papers 

'')1 . ( )2 ( )3 will be cited hereafter as (I , II , and III , respectively. The 

results of this chapter appear as the fourth in the series. 4 

The theoretical and empirical basis for the form of the equations we 

use here were developed in (I) with some preliminary applications to mixed 

electrolytes. The parameters involved in the expression of the activity 

and osmotic coefficients of pure electrolytes in terms of the semi-empirical 
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equations proposed i.n (I) are reported i.n (II) for 1-1, 2-1, 3-1, and 4-1 

valence types. In (III), a similar form of equation compatible with that 

used in (II) was required in the treatment of 2-2 electrolytes. The form 

of the equations proposed by Pitzer was quite adequate in describing the 

' 
behavior of pure electrolytes. In most cases in (II) and (III), the 

measured osmotic or activity coefficients were fitted well within experi-

mental even up to an ionic strength of about 6 M. 

B. General Equations for Electrolyte Solutions 

Debye and Hucke! proposed a theory approximating the long-range 

electrostatic interactions between ions. This model predicted a mean 
. I z z I I 112 

activity coefficient of the form lnymx~ lm+xil~ where I is the ionic 

strength. This behavior is observed in electrolyte solutions at low 

concentrations. Guggenhetm5 included additional terms linear in concen-

tration to the Debye-~uckel model representing ion-specific interactions, 

which were sufficient to describe electrolyte behavior to about 0.1 M. 

A more complex discussion of the Guggenheim equations is found in (I). 

Pitzer's equations expressing the thermodynamic behavior of electrolyte 

solutions are initially defined for the excess Gibbs energy. This is 

expressed as the virial expansion, 

Gex . = Ilw f + __!_ L \jninj + n \ L J.lijkninjnk (1) 
RT Ilw ij w ijk 

Here, Dw is the number of kg of solvent and ni, nj, etc. are .the numbers of 

moles of the ionic species i, j , etc. 

The Debye-Hiickel model' predi.cts theform of the function£ which depends 

only on the ioni.c strength. The additional terms proposed by Guggenheim 

are equivalent
1 

to th.e second terin in Eq. (1). Guggenheim, however, treated 

.. 
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the coefficient ). as constant where in this work A is a function of ionic 

strength. 

The function fin Eq.(l) represents the long-range effects of Coulomb 

forces in essentially the Debye-Huckel manner. In (I) it was shown that 

an alternate mathematical form arose from a different, but equally sound 

statistical derivation from the Debye-Huckel distribution. Th.ts form was 

slightly preferable empirically to the conventional one, yielding exactly 

the same limiting law as the familiar Debye-Huckel form and a similar but 

somewhat smaller effect of ionic size. Since we prefer to .use a single 

function f regardless of ionic size, we must accept an approximate expression 

in any case. 

The Aij and ~ijk are, in effect, second and third virial coefficients 

which represent, respectively, the effects of short-range forces between 

ions considered two and three at a time. The second virial coefficients, 

Aij' depend somewhat on ionic strength; this dependence is implicit in 
. 6 

the work of Mayer and is shown simply in the derivation in (I). We assume 

that the third virial coefficients may be taken to be independent of ionic 

strength. The ~ijk may be neglected if all three ions are of the same 

sign since triple interactions between three cations or three anions would 

be quite small. 

The principal features in this development are (1) the use of ions 

rather than neutral electrolytes as components and (2) the ionic strength 

dependence of. Jtij which makes it feasible to adopt a universal function f 

and to obtain rapid convergence in the v!ri.al series. The 1970 equations 

7 
o£ Scatchard, Rush, and Johnson also use ions as components. However, 
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in order to obtain comparable agreement with experimental data, a series 

of terms involving parameters determined pair-wise for the ions were used 

instead of a single function f, and fourth virial coefficients were also 

required. These differences increase the complexity of their equations. 

The virial coefficients Aij and ~ijk cannot be measured individually, 

but only in certain combinations since the experimentally observed properties are 

affected by all the ions in solution. Appropriate sums are determined 

by the properties of pure electrolytes and these are reported in references 

(II) and (III). The properties of mixtures involve new ion-ion interactions 

which are now possible in a certain mixture in addition to contributions 

from A and Jl which occur in pure electrolytes. As will be seen, for the 

mixture MX-NX these additional interactions appear as specific differences 

in combinations between the interactions of different ions of the same 

sign MN and the interactions of like ions of the same sign Mlt and NN. If 

Bronstead's principle8 of specific interaction held fully, all of these 

differenceterms would be zero. While we shall find that these difference 

terms are often measurably greater than zero, they are small and can be 

neglected without serious error. Thus, the properties of a mixture may 

be approximated from data from all the pure electrolytes involved. These 

difference terms will be evaluated when the necessary data are available, but 

we also indicate. the accuracy attainable without including them. Thus, 

one can estimate with some confidence the accuracy of predictions in other 

cases where difference terms have not been determined. 

c. Equations for Mixed Electrolytes 

From Eq~ (1), as defined and d:l.scussed above, one may obtain working 

expressions for the osmotic CQefficient of a mixed electrolyte and for the 

·-
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activity coefficient of each neutral electrolyte which can be said to be 

present. We write f' = of/di and Alj = Cl:\ij/C1I and for the various ion 

In these terms the equations for the osmotic and 

1 
activity coefficients are 

<I> - 1 = =(~ mi) -l { (If 1 
- f) 

l. 

2 
z. 

= _l._ f' 
2 + 2 \"' m·:\· · l....J J l.J 

j 

+ /;, "':J"k/z; 2 Ajk + 3pij k) . 
Jk \ . 

The sum ~mi is over all the ions. The in Yi is the activity coefficient 

of the ion i. The experimental measured quantity, the mean activity 

coefficient of a neutral electrolyte, is, therefore 

fuyMX = 

= 

+ ?=mk jlllk [ JyxJ Ajk + ~ ("#Mjk + "xPjkX)l 
J . 

where~ and Vx are the numbers.of ions M and X in the neutral salt and zM 

and zx are the charges on the.ions in electronic units. Also \> = % + \)_}{. 

As .mentioned above, only certain combinations of the ,\'sand .}..1
1

S are 

observable. For the osmotic coefficient, the definitions used in (I) 

are very convenient: 

(3) 

(4) 
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;::: 
1
Jf 1 

- (f/I)] 
2 

.l l 

;::: -A~II2/(l + 1.2 .I2 )] 

~)+iii 
1 

exp(-ai2) 

rtoc = 3 [1:~1~ ~ + ~~~~~ 
~ = AMN -c:=) A~ - (2~) ANN 

6lJMNx - ·(3~) llMMx - (3zM) u_ __ 
ZM zN 'NNX 

Here A~ is the Debye-Huckel constant for the osmotic coefficient 
1 3 

[~(2TINodw/l000)2(e2/DkT)2] and has the value 0.392 for water at 25°C. The 

value 1.2 for the parameter in f~ was chosen empirically in (I). Normally, 

a has the value 2.0. 

Pitzer
1

predicted the behavior of the B~ function with ionic strength 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

from considerations of the kinetic effect of a hard-core radius for the distance 

of closest approach between two ions. The actual form of B~ used (Eq.(6)) 

was chosen to best fit the data. However, this form, simpler than the form 

. 1 
suggested by theory, still had the same general properties; (a) finite value 

l 

at I = O, (b} rapid change linear in i'T at low ionic strength, and (c) smooth 

approach to a constant value at high ionic strength.·· Ill the special case of 

2-2 or higher valuence types it was necessary to add a term to :s<P as follows: 

(10) 

·-
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For 2-2 electrolytes a1 = 1.4 and a2 ~ 12.0. Also, one should remember 

that the superscript ¢ is a label and not an exponent. 

From these definitions, the osmotic coefficient for a mixed electrolyte 

in Eq.(l) can be reexpressed as 

¢- 1 

(11) 

Here (Emz) = E mczc = E malzal; also c and c' are indices covering all 
c. a 

cations, while a and a' cover all anions. The first term within the braces 

is the general "Debye-Huckel" term for long-range. forces, and the second 

term comprises a double sum over molalities and the second and third virial 

coefficients for pure electrolytes. These terms can be evaluated from 

information on pure electrolytes and these quantities have been reported in 

references (II) and (III) for a large number of solutes. From the definition 

of 8 and ~ (Eqs.(8) and (9)), we note the final two terms include the 

differences between the second and third virial coefficients for unlike ions 

of the same sign from the appropriate averages for like ions. As indicated 

above, these last quantities are expected to be small. 

In expressing E,q.(4) for the activity coefficient in a form based upon 

these same observable quantities, it is convenient to define the following 

quantities, some of which were used in (I). 
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f l .ln(l + 1.2 I~)J fr .!. f' 
. r~ 

+ 
2 

= = -A . 
2 - cf> 1 + 1.2 IT 1.2 

Br1x = A.MX + / zxj . 'j zMj 
2zM . A.MM + 2zx A..xx 

~) + (2~) jc?1) l "1 

= Il- (1 + al2) exp ( -ai'~) ] 

= A.' + j-2/ MX 2zM 
M A.' I z I 

2zx xx 

Again, for 2-2 and higher valence types of electrolytes, another term must 

be added to~ and BMx with parameters~) and a 2 , but with the.same form 

as the term in ~). The activity coefficient can now be rewritten as 

ln YMX = I zMzxl fy + (2V}f/V) L ma [~a + (l:mz) CMa + ('Jx/'11) exal 
a 

+ (2vxlv) L: mc (Bcx + (l:mz) Ccx + (VMIVx) 8Mcl 
c 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

+LL mcma{lzMzxJ B~a + v-1 I2VMzHCca+"M ~ca + Vx ljlcaXJ} (15) 
c a 
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There are many somewhat simplified forms of Eq.(lS) as in cases where 

all solutes are of the same valence type, where there is a common cation 

or a coiiDDon anion, or where there are only two solutes. A few specific 

cases are given in (I). Since these transformations are quite straight-

forward and in many cases do not shorten the expression very much, we will 

not list them explicitly her.e. For a mixture of just two symmetrical 

electrolytes of charge z and with a common anion, the expression is 

considerably simplified. If y i~ the solute fraction of the component NX, 

um 
y = 

~x+mNX 
, the activity coefficient of MX in Eq.(lS) reduces to 

+ m[ <: - y) 4c + Y C~x1 + y(8MN + i m lllmx> 

+ y(l-y) [(m/2) ~X+ I8MN]} 

In'this case the ionic strength is I= mz 2; also C<f> has been substituted 

for 2zC. For comparison of this equation with the equivalent Eq.(41) in 

ref. (I), we note that B = By- B<f> and B' = (2B<f>- By)/I. 

Another observable combination of activity coefficients is the exchange 

of an amount of one ion for an equal electrical charge of a different ion 

of the same sign. This occurs, for example, with exchange between two 

liquid phases when positive ions are complexed to form neutral molecular 

species in the non-aqueous phase and in certain electrical cells. The 

ratio of the activity coefficients is experimentally measured and the 
+~ 

relevant combination of activity coefficients may be written, for M and 
+~~-

N ' 

(16) 
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+ 2 L malzNB.Ma - zMBNa + (Lm.z) (zNSfu - zMCNa)] 
a 

+ 2 L Inc (zN~c - zM~c) 
c 

+ L Lmcma IzNzM{z~zN) B~a + ZN lPMca - zM WNcaJ 
c a 

The corresponding equation for the difference in activity coefficients of 

anions is readily obtained by transposing symbols in Eq.(l7). 

As indicated above, all of these equations include the Debye-Huckel 

U.miti.ng law. We shall use these extended forms in our applications. 

The limiting-law forms to which these reduce at very low concentration in 

mixed electrolytes without limitation as to valence types are summarized 

below: 

Gex 3 

= -4A¢ !'" :nwRT 

3 

ct> - 1 = -2Act> I~/'f. mi 
. i 

1 
.en 'YMx = -3A4> 1 zMzxJ r"Y 

1 

zN ln YM - zM .ln "YN = -3A~ ZNZM{Z~ZN) JT 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 
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There are two "higher order" limiting laws which should be noted. 

One is the limiting law for mixing discovered by Friedman9 and discussed 

10 also by Robinson, Wood, and Reilly. Althqugh these authors found no 

inconsistency between existing activity or osmotic coefficient data and 

this limiting law for mixing, the use of this law has no significant effect 

on results for mixed electrolytes at the present level of experimental 

a~:curacy. ·Recent heat of mixing measurements by Falcone, Levine, and 

11 Wood have confirmed the corresponding law for heat of mixing. In 

subsequent studies, Pitzer13 has shown that- the ionic strength dependence 

of e may be defined to satisfy this limiting law. In order, however, to 

avoid complications of no practical significance for most existing data, 

we shall neglect this ionic strength dependence of 8 for the present. 

Hence, all 8~ are taken to·be zero. 

There is also a higher order limiting law9' 12 which pertains only 

to unsymmetrical electrolytes. This likewise has a negligible effect 

in most practical applications and was ignored in reference (II). Its 

effect is clearly very small for systems with only univalent and bivalent 

ions and we limit our analysis to such cases in this work. For 3.;.1 or 

4-1 electrolytes this unsymmetrical effect is more significant, and 

deviations from Debye-H~~kel limiting law behavior (Eqs.(lS-21)) are quite 

evident. Pitzer
13 

has shown that with the inclusion of the higher-order 

term, the highly unsymmetric ,electrolytes can also be explained within 

the framework of the equations presented here. 

D. Comparison with Experiment 

In the analysis of experimental data in terms- of these equations we 

seek two principal results. First, we would like to determine how 
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accurate our prediction would be on the basis of parameters from pure 

electrolytes only. Second, we wish to obtain values for the difference 

parameters e and w, if they are of significant magnitude, or to determine 

that they are negligible and can be taken to be zero. One should recall 

that the principal effects on mixing electrolytes arise from differences 

in the pure electrolyte paramters S(O), B(l), and C~ and that the parameters 

8 and w have only a small effect, if any. 

Since we are considering interactions between, at most, three ions, 

and we have assumed that interactions between three cations or three 

anions are negligible, the difference terms e and w (Eqs~(8) and (9)), which 
' 

appear for a mixture of any composition can be determined exclusively from 

da·ta on binary mixtures which contain a common ion. This will become 

evident in the discussion below. 

The values of 8 and 1/J obtained from data on binary mixtures are 

summarized in Table I. The analysis is described as follows: 

For a binary solution MX-NX (connnon ion X), the osmmtic coefficient in 

Eq.(ll) reduces to 

(22) 

The formal dependence on 6' bas been included, although for this work 

e' = 0 as discussed earlier. 
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Table 

Binar;t: Mixtures with a Common Ion 

System Exp. Max. I 0 o with Kef. 
8=1ji•O 0 and ~· 

--------~- ------··- ---·- ---·------------ -----

HCL-LiC L [n y 0.023 0. 015 0.000 o. 007 II• 

IIBr-LiBr (n y 2.5 .027 . 015 .000 • Oll 15.16 

!lcf04-LiCto4 4• 4. 5 • 006 . 015 -. 0011 . 001 17 

Hc£.-Nacf t'n y .040 .036 -. 004 .002 16 

HBr-NaBr f.n y • 028 .036 -. 012 . 002 16 

Hcto4 -Nac.t'o1, ~ .025 .036 -. 016 0 002 17 

Hcf-Kc£. fn 3.5 • 014 . 005 -.007 . 0.10 

HBr-KRr fn y .030 • 005 -. 021 .OOK 

11c t'-c~c(' l'n y . 0~2 -.OM, -. 019 . 00) l.'l 

!lCC-NH4Ct l'n y -.016 .000 .19 

!lc.f.-Me4Ncl fn y .1 .003 .o . 003 20 

Hcf-EqNcf. tn y .1 • 003 .o . 003 20 

LicC-Nact ¢ .002 • 012 -.003 .001 10 

LiN03-NaN03 4• .014 .012 -. 007 2 . 002 10 

Lief.04-NaC.to4 ¢ 2.6 .003 .012 -.oo80 . 001 17 

LiOAc-NaOAc ¢ 3.5 .004 • 012 -. 0043 0 002 10 

Licl-KCt ¢ 4.8 .045 -.022 -. 010 .003 21 

LiCC-cscR. ¢ .100 -. 095 -. 0094 • 004 22 

Nace-Kct 4• 4.8 • 014 -.012 -. 0018 .001 23 

NaBr-KBr ¢ .009 -.012 -. ooz 2 • 003 24 

NaN03-KN03 <P 3.3 • 008 -.012 -. 0012 .001 25 

Na2S04-K2S04 'P 3.6 .011 -.012 -. 010 . 004 26 

Nace-cscC 4• .027 -.033 -.003 .001 27 

Kcf-cscr ,, .003 .000 -. 0013 . 001 22 

Sl"e text for n.>ft•r'{'nces, 
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Table 1 

Continued. 

System Exp. Hax. I a ·> 1 \Ji.Lh !..:.ef. 

0='!'=0 0 and ~ 
~-------- ------ --------~----

HC-i-Srci2 -i'n y 0 034 -.020 .018 0 010 28,29 

HCf.~Baei2 fn y .009 -. 036 0 024 0 005 16 

HCi-MnCi2 (n y .008 0 000 .000 .008 10 

Licl-nact2 -~ 4 0 J .OOb -.070 ,019 .002 'II 

NaCi'-Ngcf 2 •I• 5. 9 . 002 .000 .000 .00:.! Jc 

Na 2so4-Mgso4 ~ .005 .000 .000 .005 J~ 

NaC£-CaClz ,. 
0 004 .000 0 000 . 004 lJ 

Nact-Bacf2 •f .OOJ -.003 .000 .001 34 

NaC!.-MnC-iz ,, 5. 5 .004 .000 -.003 0 003 35 

NaBr:-ZnBr2 .p 0.4 .007 .o . 007 36 

KCC-cacfz ~ .025 -.040 -. 0.1.5 . 00] 37 

KC£-RaCf2 ¢ 0 018 -.072 .000 0 001 38 

csef-Bact2 
,, .024 -.150 .000 -003 31 

HgC(z-CaCi2 7 0 7 0 003 .010 .000 0 002 39 

Naci-NaBr ~ 4.4 .001 .000 .000 0 001 24 

Kci-KBr ¢ 4. 4 .002 .000 .000 0 002 24 

NaCt-NaOH £n(y/y') .155 -.050 -.006 0 002 I,Q 

KC£-KOH fu(y/y') 3.5 .196 -.050 -.008 .008 41 

NaBr-NaOH -i'n(y/y') .225 -.065 -.018 .009 41 

KBr-KOH (n(y/y') .212 -.065 -.014 . 012 41 

Naef-Na2S04 ~ .004 -. 035 .007 .002 "32 

KcC-K 2sn4 •f 2. J ,005 -.035 . o6o 0 002 26 

ftgcf 2-MgS04 ~ ,011 -.035 .000 .1102 \~' 

ucr -1.wo 3 ,008 .016 -.003 .004 21 

NaCf-NaN03 ~ 5 ,007 .016 -.006 .001 25 

Kr.f-KN03 .003 .016 -.006 .001 25 
Mgci2-Mg (N03 ) 2 q< .008 .016 .000 .002 42 
CaCfz-Ca(N03)2 ,, 

.Olio .016 -.017 .003 42 
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The function f~ depends only on the ionic strength of the solution 

~ ~ ' 
and the B and C values can be determined from data on pure electrolytes 

as done in (II). Let us define ~o as the value of ~(Eq.(22)) calculated 

exclusively from paramete:rs determined from pure electrolyte data (all terms 

in Eq.(22) except e and~). Then, ·if the experimental osmotic coefficient 

~ (expt.) is accurately described by Eq.(22), we have 

?[mj_ 
2mMmN 

= 

· tmi 
with~~= (~(expt)-¢ 0 ).A plot of~~ 2 versus mx should yield a linear 

~~ 
gr-aphwith intercept ~ and slope %mx· 

(23) 

23 25 A sample extrapolation for· the binary systems NaCl-KCl, NaN03-KNo3, 

Kcl-KNo3, 25 N Cl N NO 25 h i h 'ddl f F' 1 a - a 3, are s own n t e m1 e o 1g. • From the 

definition of 8 (Eq.(8)), 8MN should be the same for any MX-NX mixture, 

regardless of the common ion X, and we find this to be verified in the 

extrapolation (Fig. 1). There are many points for the NaCl-KCl mixture 

although only two are actually shown in the graph. We find 8(Na,K) = -0.012, 

8(Cl,N03) = +.016, ~(Na,K,Cl) = -.0018, ~(Na,K,N03) = -.0012, and 

~(Na,Cl,N03) = ~(K,Cl,N03) = -.006. 

A similar analysis of activity coefficient data will also yield a e and ~-

Equation 15 for a MX-NX solution becomes 

+ (24) 

+ 

+ 
2~ 
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Again, ;J..f we define ln YM:x as all terms in Eq.(24) with 6 and t/J 0, we have 

= 1 
~ + 2zx I (i:mz) + ZWJl.l] ~ (25) 

with ~ln YMX = ln YMX (expt.)- ln YMx (and SMN = 0). An appropriate 

plot of the quantity on the left versus the coefficient of t/J would yield 

a linear plot with an intercept e and slope t/J. 

This representation of the results allows the estimation of erro~s, 

and we are able to judge whether values of e or t/J were significantly 

different from zero and whether the data were consistent with these 

equations within reasonable limits of error. When more than one binary 

mixture was available, such as (MX-NX) and MY-NY) in the above example, all 

sets of data were used to determine the appropriate e. (Figure 1). 

Table I gives, in the fourth column, the root mean square average of 

~~ or ~ln y when e and t/J are taken as zero. Next the selected values of 

e and t/J are given for the mixing indicated and finally the standard deviation 

vilen these values of e and ljJ are included. Thus, for the first entry, the 

system liCl-LiCl yields ell,Li and 1/Ju,Li,Cl; the quantity measured is 

ln YHcl; the data range up to I = 5; and the r.m.s. llln Y is 0.023 with 

8 = t/J = 0. The value 8H,Li = 0.015 is selected from considering the first 

three systems all of which involve mixing of H+ with Li+. For the chloride 

t/J was found to be zero and with these e and t/J values the standard deviation 

is reduced to 0.007. 

The values of cr with 8 = t/J = 0 give an estimate of the accuracy to be 

obtained without difference parameters. Since these deviations are 

usually proportional to molality, a better estimate is obtained by noting 

the effect of 8cc' or 8aa' in Eq.(ll) or Eq.(15). Thus, in the former 
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If, for example, one has an equimolal 

mixture of HCl04 and LiCl04 (mcmc•/Lmi) is m/8 where m is the total molality 

of Cl04-. With eH Li = 0.015 one calculates the effect on the osmotic 
' 

coefficient to be 0.0019 m which is' negligible for most purposes unless m 

is large (considerably above 1M). The example chosen has a typical 

e value. In some cases the effect of 8 and ~ is even smaller while in a 

few cases it is somewhat larger. 

In a few cases data are available only for rather dilute solutions, 

and these results can be fitted quite well without the difference terms 

involving e and ~- In these cases a value e = 0.0 is reported in Table I 

indicating that the correct value of 8 must be small, but is not determined 

accurately. In the very recent work on HCl-NH4Cl, the data were analyzed 

using the equations of this series of papers, hence, the calculations were 

not repeated and no cr(8,~ = 0) values are reported. The fit is very good 

up to 2 M with the mixing term 8 as indicated in Table I. 

Table II contains the results for binary mixtures without a common ion. 

The osmotic coefficient for the mixture was calculated using Eq.(ll) both 

with and without 8 and ~ and compared with the experimental value. We report 

here the standard deviation without e and ~ and with the difference terms 

a and ~- It is apparent that in most of these examples good results are 

obtained with only the pure electrolyte terms and in all cases there is good 

agreement when the e and ~values are included. The values of 8 and ~ were 

determined from the binary mixtures with common ion (Table I), hence, there 

were no adjustable param~ters in this treatment of the mixtures without common 

inn. 
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The accuracy of the prediction of the osmotic coefficient for binary 

mixtures without common ion may be shown graphically. Let us define ~¢ 

as the difference between the observed ¢ and the weighted solute fraction 

of the two components, ~¢ = ¢~expt.) - yMX¢Mx - YNX¢Nx where 
~ .. 

- ~ -
YMX = IIIMX+tnmc ' YNX = ~ From Eq.(ll) for symmetric 

electrolytes one obtains 

Ll¢l:m . 
. ·· i .~ 

2 mM~ 
= I~ +. 8xy + ~ (~ + 1)1-fNy + %crY + 1/JNXY)] . 2 

+ I~ + ~ - Brtx - ~ + meet + c~ - c~ - C:y) J 

where m = ~ + ffiNY (see Reference (I)). 
. 25 

Figure 1 shows the experimental values of 
~¢~m. 

~ ~ 

2~~ 
for the systems 

NaCl-KN03 and KCl-NaN03 together with the curves calculated from Eq.(26), 

using the appropriate 8 and ljJ values taken from Table I. The fit for 

NaCl-KNOJ is especially good and the predicted behavior of both systems is 

within experimental error. 

In Tables I and II, as well as others to come, the maximum I is usually 

that of the most concentrated mixed electrolyte measured, but in a few 

(26) 

cases the limit of validity of the equations for pure electrolytes determined 

the maximum I for valid comparison. In cases involving K2S04, where 

solubility limits pure electrolyte data to I = 2.1 M, good fits were 

obtained for mixtures to cGnsiderably higher concentration as shown in the 

tables. This suggests that the equation for pure K2S04 is valid somewhat 

above I = 2.l'M. 

A set of systems of particularly great interest is that involving 

+ ++ -the ions Na, Mg , Cl, and S04- which was invest~atedthoroughly by Wu, 

32 Rush, and Scatchard. They measured the osmotic coefficient over a wide 

·- . 
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0.10 ,.....-r-----r-----:----r---_;__--r----~---, 

0.05 

0 

NaCI-NaN03 
KCI-KN03 
NaCI- KCI 
NaN03-KN03 

••• 
-0.05 

KCI-NaN03 

-0.10 L-------'------'-------~~----------J 
0 2 4 

m 
6 8 

XBL 7 59-7081 

Fig. 1. The difference parameters 9 and ~ are obtained from the plots 
for the binary mixtures with a common ion. These are used 
in Eq. (26) along with pure electrolyte parameters to 
calculate the above curves which show the expected behavior of 
the NaCl-KN03 arid KCl-NaN03 mixtures. For the mixtures MX-NX, the 
axis m = mx, · and for MX-NY, m = ~ + ~. 
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Table II 

Binarl Mixtures without Common Ion 

a a with 
System Exp. Max. I 8=ljr-:O e and tjJ Ref. 

Nact-KBr <1> 4 .012 .002 24 

KCl-NaBr <1> 4 .012 .001 24 

NaCl-KN03 <P 4 • 007 .001 25 

NaN03-KCl <P 4 • 007 • 002 25 

LiCl-Na2S04 . <P 5 0.008 (.006)a 43 

NaC.t-K2S04 <P 3.6 .012 .003 26 

KC!-Na2S04 <P 3.6 .015 .004 26 

CsC!-Na2S04 <P 5 .024 (.007)a 43 

NaC!-MgS04 <P 9 .008 .002 32 

Na2S04-MgC!2 <P 7 .005 .005 32 .. 
NaC!-CuS04 <P 2.8 .003 (.003)a 44 

a 
Some tjJ values were not available from other mixtures and were set at zero; 

also ~a,Cu = 0 for Nac.t-cuso4. 
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As shown in Tables I and II, our equations fit 

+ ++ The difference parameters 6 and ~ for the Na -Mg 

= interaction are negligible and the corresponding terms for Cl--so4 are 

small. Also, this good agreement -holds to high ionic strength, typically 6 to 

9 M. Since these data for pure Na2S04 and MgS04 differ slightly from the 

values of Stokes and Robinson45 which were used in (II) and (III), some 

of the pure electrolyte parameters were modified. Thus, for MgS04 we 

chose S(O) ~ 0.221, C~ = 0.0250, and for Na2S04 we took C~ = 0.0057. 

7 + ++ 
Scatchard~- Rush, and Johnson treated these data for the Na , Mg , 

Cl-, S04= systems using a set of equations considerably more complex. 

Their results (S.R.J.) are compared with this work, in Table III. If 

only the pure electrolyte terms are used, our results are slightly better 

on the average. When the difference terms are included the fits of 

Scatchard et al. are all better. However, this approach requires the 

introduction of 18 new parameters, 11 of these were non-zero: In the 

equations used in this work, 6 new mixing terms were introduced, 4 were 

non-zero. Since the experimental error may be as large as the standard 

deviations of Scatchard et al. and possibly as large as those in this work, 

our fits are really quite satisfactory. The fact that one can obtain 

agreement using very few parameters suggests that our equations may relate 

more closely to the real physical relationships. 

These mixed electrolytes involving both Mg++ and S04- are also of 

special interest because they include a 2-2 electrolyte. The fact that good 

agreement was obtained for these mixtures offers further support for the 

treatment of 2-2 electrolytes in (III) which avoids an explicit association 
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Table III .. 

Standard Dev.iations of Fits for the + System Na , ++ Mg , Cl-, so4 

Pure ei.. terms All Terms 

System This Work J a S.R •• This Work S.R.J. 

NaCl-MgCl2 0.0016 0.0056 0.0016 0.0009 

Nad-Na2S04 .0035 .0054 .0023 .0009 

MgCl2-MgS04 .0108 .0066 .0025 .0012 

Na2S04-MgS04 .0052 .0121 .0052 .0013 

MgCl2-Na2S04 .0047 .0074 .0055 .0042 

NaCl-MgS04 .0079 .0037 .0021 .0016 

a . Scatchard, Rush, and Johnson, Reference 7. 
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equilibrium and handles the peculiarity of this type with an extra term in 

the second virial coefficient (Eq.(lO)). As a further check on the 

effectiveness of this treatment the activity coefficient of NaCl in 

mixtures with MgS04 were calculated and compared with the cell measurements 

of Wu, Rush, and Scatchard. 32 Excellent agreement is obtained, even for 

solutions with a large fraction of MgS04 and at ionic strengths up to 

6.16 M; the standard deviation for all points is less than 0.01 in 

ln y or less than 1% in the activity coefficient. 

Although all data for system HCl-KCl are in reasonable agreement with 

the parameters in Table I, interpretations of certain of these data have 

been made which indicated anomalous behavior. These matters are discussed 

in the Appendix. 

The results involving hydroxide ion are based upon measurements of 

cells of the type Pt, H2jMOH(ma), MX(IDb)j AgX,Ag as discussed in(II). 

The cell reaction 

yields the Nernst equation 

g = g~ 

(27) 

(28) 

where g is the experimentally measured quantity. The standard cell potential 

for the reaction in Eq.(27) is defined as 

RT 
go (AgX, Ag) - t ln \, '· (29) 

where g 0 (AgX, Ag) is the standard reduc~ion potential for the (AgX, Ag) 

electrode and ·1\, is the dissociation constant for water. 
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The activity coefficient of water is related to the osmotic coefficient 
frni MH20 <f> 

by ln aH20 ~ - 1000 ~ .018 (Emi)~. The osmotic coefficient ~ may be 
i .. 

Eq. (11). estimated using The ratio ln(-~---\. ~ ln(yYi·.x- ~ ) where 
aoH-J OIC IlloH-

ln( Yx-) may be expressed in terms of our electrolyte parameters using 
YoH-

Eq. (17). 

The mixing terms 6 and ~ which are to be determined contribute to 
0 

both ( Yx-) ~ ( Yx-) and the ln ---_- and expressions. Again, if we define ln ----
YaH Ycl-

~o as all terms except those involving 6 or~ in Eqs.(ll) or (1?), 

respectively, we have 

R; (£-£~) - .018 fmif 0 + ln(~H) + ln(~~H)o = 

Regrouping termscontainmg6 and ~ we can make a linear extrapolation as was 

done in obtaining previous e' and ~ (Eqs. (25) and (27)). 

The results for the activity coefficient are given in Table I. It 

was found that an £~ = 1.0503 v for NaOH-NaCl and an£~ of 1.050lv for 

KOH-KCl data were required to yield the same intercept, 6oH,Cl• This 

discrepancy in £~ is, however, within experimental error. The values of 

£~and log10Kw obtained using Eq.(29) are given in Table IV. The measured 

quantity, ln(Yx-IYoH-), and the compositions chosen in these examples are 

very sensitive to the difference terms; hence, one has unusually large 

cr values for e and ~ values which are substantial but not extremely large. 

Table V summarizes our results for mixed electrolytes with three or 

more solutes. The fits without difference terms are good except in the 

case involving the cesium ion. With the difference terms there is 

(30) 
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Table IV 

Dissociation Constant for Water 

System . £~ £0 (AgX.Ag) a 
loglO Kw Ref. 

NaOH-NaCl 1.0503 v 0.2224 v 13.995 40 

KOH-Kct 1.0501 .2224 13.991 41 

NaOH-NaBr .8996 .0710 14.007 41 

KOH-KBr .8996 .0710 14.007 41 

a From Table X of reference (II). 
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Table V 

Mixed Electrolytes with Three or More Solutes 

a a with 
System Exp. Max. I 8=l/J=O e, l/J Ref. 

LiC.i-Naci.-KC.i <I> 3.1 0.023 0.004 46 

LiC.i-NaC.i-Csc.i <I> 5.2 .085 .004 46 

Lici.-NaC.i-BaC£2 <I> 3.3 .002 .001 46 

' 
Nac..t-Kc.i-Bac£2 <I> 4.5 .015 .003 46 

Sea water (no Ca) <I> 6 .004 .001 47 

Sea water (with Ca) <I> 2 .002 .000 47 
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excellent agreeement in all cases. The results for sea water are 

especially interesting. These data concern not only sea water at normal 

concentration, but also at much great concentration as would arise after 

evaporation of much of the water. Under these conditions CaS04 will 

precipitate. ++ Hence, for the measurements at high concentration Ca was 

++ replaced by Mg • The agreement for this complex miXture of six ions 

involving both singly and doubly chargedions of each sign is very good 

without difference terms and excellent when these terms are included. 

While values for 8 and ~ are not available for a few of the interactions, 

these involve the less abundant species and their omission cannot be 

significant. 

There seems little need to comment on most of the other systems listed 

in Tables I through V. Among the 69 systems, the standard deviation of 

fit with pure electrolyte terms only is less than 0.01 in ~ or ln Y(or 1% 

in y) in 36 cases and more than 0.05 in only 7 cases, all of which involve 

hydroxide ion or cesium ion. Thus, one has a good chance of obtaining 

quite accurate results up to moderate concentration by the use of our 

equations with only the pure electrolyte terms which are available for 

almost all electrolytes. 

For maximum ac.curacy, all terms ~hould be included, of course, and 

values of 8 and ~ are given in T~ble I for many combinations of ions. 

Since the effect of any interaction is proportional to the concentration 

of the ion involved, little error will be introduced by omitting terms 

in 8 and ~ for ions present at ~mall concentration even if the total 

ionicstrength is large. 
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E. Discussiou 

The parameters in our equations were selected to be related to 
( 

interionic forces, although this relationship is, at times, complex or 

only approximate. Consideration of such relationships for the difference 

parameters 8 and 1jJ must begin with Eqs ~ (8) and (9) which show that these 

quantities are differences between the virial coefficients for interaction 

of unlike ions of the same sign from the average of interactions of like 

ions. Since ions of the same sign repel one another and are seldom close 

together, one would expect any differences in their interactions to be 

small and to be especially small for ions with double charge. 

This general view is confirmed in that all 8's and 1/J's are relatively 

small. Also, the only systems where the a value for 8 = 1jJ = 0 exceeds 

+ + + -0.05 involve either Cs with H or Li or OH with Cl or Br • These 

systems involve mixing of only singly chargedions and in particular of 

ions which differ greatly in their interaction with the solvent. Thus, 

+ - + .+ Cs is a strong "structure breaker" as are Cl' and Br , whereas H , L1 , 

and OH are strong "structure makers". Thus, it is not surprising to 

find a relatively large effect in these cases, but the details of solvent 

structure near these ions are so poorly known that it is not feasible to 

pursue the matter in greater detail. 

Rubidium ion would, presumably, be similar to cesium, and F- similar 

- + -to OH , but no data are available for mixtures involving Rb or F • The 

mixtures of most other ions with potassium ion shoW effects in the same 

direction, but much smaller than with cesium ion as one would expect. All 

of the doubly charged positive ions are "structure makers" and their 
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interaction with cesium ion yields significant, negative difference 

parameters similar to those for H+ or Li+ with Cs+. 

As one moves, however, to cases where difference parameters are 

expected to be smaller, one can conclude only that they are smaller -

there seems to be little system or order to their exact magnitude. One 

may note that, where the ions mixed are singly charged, 1jJ is either· negative 

or zero, but if singly and doubly charged ions are being mixed, then, with 

two exceptions, 1jJ is positive or zero. 

When the ions mixed have the same charge, one can show that long-range 

Coulombic forces cannot have any direct contribution to e or ljJ. But when 

singly and doubly charged ions are mixed, the direct effects of Coulombic 

forces cancel only in the first order, i.e., in the Debye-Huckel approximation, 

andhigher order effects may make small contributions to e and ljJ.
13 

We have considered here how wellone can expect to predict mixed 

electrolyte properties on the basis of ~xisting knowledge which includes 

parameters for almost all pure electrolytes and difference terms for only 

a limited number of mixtures, mostly among singly charged ions. For ions 

of the general type considered here one can expect good results for multi-

component mixtures as well as for those of just two solutes. The only 

+ difference terms of substantial magnitude are those involving OH- and Cs 

- + {also possibly F and Rb ) and these are known or can be estimated reasonably 

well. For optimum accuracy, difference terms for other ions should be 

included, where known, and they are known for many of the pairs of ions 

likely to be present at high concentration in systems of practical interest. 

Thus, t::he equations and parameters given should allow effective prediction 

of the osmotic or activity coefficients of most aqueous electrolytes at 

room temperature. 
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APPENDIX 

The Systems HCl-KCl and HBr-K.Br 

The behavior of the HCl-KCl system as reported by Harned and Gancy48 

seems peculiar; also these results conflict somewhat with those of Harned 

and Hamer41 for the HBr-KBr system in the limit of zero concentration 

where the effect of the anion should disappear. In view of the importance 

of the ions involved, we investigated these syst.ems with special care. 

From Eq.(l6) one readily sees that ln YMx is linear in the composition 

fraction y except for the last term which dependson the product y(l-y). 

For the corresponding equation for ln YNx the last term will be the same. 

Harned defines quantities a and B to express the linear and quadratic 

dependences of ln y, respectively. For HCl-KCl, B is found 48 to be zero 

for ln YHCl but non-zero for ln YKCl• This result is inconsistent with 

our equations and, if correct, requires a very peculiar combination of 

terms involving the interactions of three positive ions. Since there 

was no direct measurement of ln YKCl' however, it seems more likely that 

errors accumulated in the· long calculation in a manner to yield this 

peculiar result. 

The possibility that Harned and Ganey's results may be subject to 

larger error than they assumed receives support from three other sources. 

First, the exceptionally careful work of Guntelberg49 at 0.1 M total 

concentration disagrees with the trend of Harned and Ganey's data at 

41 
slightly higher concentration; second, the data of Harned and Hamer on 

HBr-KBr yields an intercept at m = 0 for H+-K+ mixingmore consistent with 

Guntelberg's data than with Harned and Ganey's for HCl-KCl; and third, 

Bates, et a1.
50 

have shown that the Ag, AgCl electrode, upon which the 

data depend, is more erratic than had been thought. 
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It should be emphasized that these various discrepancies are not 

large. 50 Indeed, they are smaller than the 0.2 mv suggested as the 

range of variability of the Ag, AgCl electrode. If one allows these 

still moderate deviations, all of the data are in agreement with the 

parameters 8H,K = 0.005, ~,K,Cl = -0.007, and ~,K,Br = -0.021 which 

are included in Table I. 
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III. POTENTIAL FOR THE,-- \J
7 

EQUATORIAL MOTION IN 

PHOSPHOROUS PENTAFLUORIDEl 

A. Introduction 

Unusual large amplitude motions have been observed in a variety 

of molecules, such as inversion in MX
3

(c3v) molecules as NH
3 

(one

dimensional motion), axial-equatorial interchange in MX
5

(n
3
h) molecules 

as VF
5 

(two-dimensional), and pseudorotation in XeF
6 

(three-dimensional). 

Various potential functions have been utilized in an attempt to ac-

curately describe these molecular motions. A theory recently developed 

2 by Bernstein successfully explains the observed behavior of a variety 

of n-dimensional motions. Focusing on MX
5 

molecules in this work, we 

found that the unusual spectra observed for the \J
7 

equatorial bending 

mode of PF
5 

could be accurately assigned using the potential proposed 

by Bernstein. 2 

B. Equilibrium Potential for the Equatorial \J7 Vibrational 

Mode in MX
5

(n3h) Molecules 

Bernstein2 considered both the axial-equatorial interchange 

potential for MX
5 

molecules and the nature of the potential about its 

equilibrium configuration. Essentially, a pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect 

has been used to couple the n3h ground electronic state to higher states 

via the axial-equatorial interchange symmetry coordinates for a MX
5 

molecule of n
3

h symmetry as shown in Fig. 1. A proper combination 

of these coordinates such as (S6x-s7x) leads to the interchange of 

the axial X atoms with two equatorial X atoms. There are three such 

equivalent paths leading to an interchange of a pair of axial with 
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Axial Equatorial 

XBL 759-7080 

Axial and equatorial symmetry coordinates for 
MX

5
(n

3
h) molecules. 
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a pair of equatorial X atoms about any given n
3

h structure. 

The theory for the construction of the interchange potential energy 

2 
surface is described as follows: The vibronic.Hamiltonian is expanded 

in a complete set of symmetry coordinates about the equilibrium n
3

h 

configuration (S ) 
0 

+ ~~:)s f2x) 'JC = Jfs SK + 1 2: 2: v SKSL + . . • v 2 K L asK SL S 0 

0 0 

The zeroth-order approximation to the vibrational potential of the 

ground state lw > (of 
1
A', symmetry) is 

0 

VO (~) ~Eo + i_ (ljlo I ~::t 
0 

(1) 

(2) 

The linear term by definition vanishes and we are left with a quadratic 

potential. However, if we consider the effect of higher electronic 

states on the linear term, we must evaluate contributions from matrix 

elements of the form 

lw > n 
n > 0 

The consideration of the effect of higher electronic states on molecular 

properties of the ground electronic state is known as the pseudo-Jahn-

Teller effect. The wavefunctions lw ) which contribute to the Hamiltonian 
n 

describing axial-equatorial interchange are those electronic states 

that are coupled to the ground state via the s
6 

and s
7 

(E') coordinates. 

The representation for 

.. 
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goes as that for SK. Therefore, the excited state of interest is of 

E1 symmetry. 

The contribution or the excited electronic states 1E1 to the 

vibrational potential for the ground electronic state is calculated by 

diagonalizing the matrix
2 

!
1
A1 

1 
!lEI ) 

X 

jlAI 
1 

) -£ aS7x + bS6x 

!lEI 
X aS7x + bS6x cs

7 
+ds

6 
+!::.£ -£ 

X X 0 

!lEI 
y as 7y +bS6y es7y + fS 6y 

where a,b,c,d,e,f and 1::.£ are defined by 
0 

a = ( lAir(:v ) !lEI) = <lA'I (alfv) 
X 1 as

7 . 7x S y s 
0 0 

b = <lA'I (alfv) llE I ) • <lA'I(alfv) 
1 as6 X 1 as

6 X S y s 
0 

c = < lE 'I ( alfv ). llE I ) = < lE'I (alfv ) 
x as 7 X y as 7 X S X S 

0 

d = ( 1E. I ( aJf v ) llEI ) = < lE'I ( alfv ) 
x as6 X y as

6 X S X S 
0 

(alf) llEI ) ( lE . I ( aJf v } 1 v 
e = < E1 I -- = 

x as 7 
y x as6 y s y s 

0 

llE I ) 
y 

as 7y + bS 6y 

es 7y + fs 6y (3) 

-cs - dS +!::.£ -£ 
7x 6x 0 

!lEI ) 
y (4a) 

llE I ) 
y (4b) 

0 

llE I ) 
y 

(4c) 

0 

!1E1 
) (4d) 

y 

0 

jlEI ) (4e) 
y 

0 

(4f) 
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The matrix (3) describes the potential in all regions in space. The 

potential for the v
7 

vibrational mode is thus a function of both the 

s
6 

and S coordinates. 
x,y 7x,y 

If one considers the potential along one of the three equivalent 

paths between DJh structure, s
6
x-Slx' the eigenvalues E± of Eq. (3) may 

2 
be expressed as a function of s 6x and s 7x. In an expansion about the 

n3h minimum (s
6

x = s 7x = 0) of the lowest eigenvalue E_,Bernstein
2 

showed 

· -ab 
that the leading coupling term has the form 6E-- s

7
xs

6
x. 

0 

The s7 motion is 
' X . 

predominant near the n
3
h structure, and by requiring the potential to be 

a minimum in s6x for each value of s7x' then s6x is shown to be proportional 

to s7x· 

Using this linear-coupling approximation, the potential V(s 6x,slx) can 

be expressed in terms of the s
7
x coordinate which is valid near the . 

equilibrium configuration. By a similar argument, the potential along a 

(S6y-Sly) axial-equatorial interchange path can be expressed solely 

in terms of s7y Using the asymptotic forms of the 

potential in the s7x and s7y directions, and imposing the proper symmetry 

(D
3
h), the near-equilibrium potential for the equatorial bending mode 

was determined to hi 
1 2 

V(p,¢) = ZUP 3 4 
Scos(3¢)p + YP 

where a, S, andy are potential constants and p and¢ the polar 

displacement coordinates defined by 

2 =~X + ~y p 

p cos ¢ = 8
7x 

p sin ¢ = s7y 

(S) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 
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The advantage of displaying the potential in polar displacement 

coordinates is to make it obvious that the potential has n
3
h symmetry. 

Bernstein's model shows that the above potential not only represents 

the potential for small displacements in the equatorial bending 

coordinates but also approximates the axial-equatorial fluorine 

interchange potential. Near the equilibrium structure the axial 

interchange path occurs mainly along the equatorial bend coordinates, 

the least energetic path. 

Approximate estimates of a, B, and y can be obtained by use of this 

model at large displacements. The results are 

a K (7a) 
0 

B K /2S (7b) 
0 0 

y = K /8S 2 
0 0 

(7c) 

where K
0 

is the curvature of the potential at the n
3

h equilibrium 

geometry and so is the location of the c4v maximum along the interchange 

path of lowest energy (¢=0°, 120°, 240°) which connects equivalent 

n
3

h configurations. 

C. Spectroscopic Observations of the v
7 Vibrational Transition in PF

5 

3 In earlier work, v7 could not be unambiguously assigned to either 

the E' equatorial bend or the E' axial bend. However, more recent 

studies
4

-
6 

establish that v
7 

is predominately the E' equatorial bending 

7 
mode. Witt et al. reported the Raman spectra at the PF

5
(g) v

7 
-1 -1 

fundamental at 174 em with an additional transition of 178 em 

A rather asymmetrically large P branch relative to the R branch was 

also observed centered about 160 cm~1 In their analysis of the E' 
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mode, an anharmonic correction to their one-dimensional potential could 

only yield transitions of lower frequency than the fundamental. However, 

Bernstein
2 

observed that his proposed two-dimensional potential of n
3
h 

symmetry described in Eq. (5) could readily explain this "anomaly" 

as will be discussed in the following section. 

In a private communication, S. Abramowitz and I. w. Levin reported 

to us the results of the room temperature gas phase Raman spectra of 

PF
5 

in the v
7 

region. Their instruments allowed resolution to approxi

mately 1 cm-l and revealed considerable fine structure to both the high 

and low frequency side of ·the fundamental. We found the potential given 

in Eq. (5) could accurately account for the detailed spectral structure. 

Our findings have been published in a collaborative effort with 

S. Abramowitz and I. W. Levin.
1 

A spectral scan of the v7 region for 

PF
5 

is shown in Fig. 2. Higher resolution measurements1 indicate the 

.,..1 -1 
broad peak at 165 em is split into two features at 164 and 167 em . 

-1 -1 
Shoulders appear at 173 em and 180 em In additional a 191 cm-l 

f d . k . . 194 -l . b d eature an a wea er trans1t1on at em 1s o serve • A composite 

sketch of the high resolution spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. 

D. Calculation of the v
7 

Energy Levels of PF
5 

The Hamiltonian for the equatorial bending mode may be written as 

(8) 

where the leading term describes the kinetic energy for the bending 

motion and the potential is that presented in Eq. (5). 
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175 
I 

PF5 
165 
I 

v7 
178 

I 

225 125 
Wavenumber Displacement (~cm-1 ) 

XBL 759-7 08 2 

Fig. 2. Survey gas-phase Raman spectrum for the v7 vibration of 

PF
5

. From the work of Bernstein et a1. 1 
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175 
I 

168 164 
I I 159 

I 

200 150 
Wavenumber Displacement (cm- 1) 

XBL 759-7083 

Fig. 3. High resolution gas-phase Raman spectrum for the 1 
v

7 
mode of PF

5
. From the work of Bernstein et al. 
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The reduced mass ~ 7 for the equatorial motion can be estimated using 

Wilson's high frequency approximation.
8 

The kinetic energy matrix G, 

as defined by Wilson, 8 may be grouped into submatrices 

(9a) 

where 1 represents all the high frequency coordinates and 2 corresponds 

to the rest of the coordinates. The G matrix may be constructed for 

each irreducible representation. 9 For theE' representation (s
5

,s
6 

and S7), 

s5 and s6 are higher in energy than the low-frequency s7 mode and are 

grouped together. The G matrix for the E' representation for MX
5 

(D
3

h) 

molecules is given by 

I 
I 
I 
I 

3 1 --+-
2~ ~ 

I_ l;-z l 
I 2 ~ 
I 

3/3 1 ----
2 ~ 

The reduced matrix 

-3 - 1 -12-
2 ~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

1_ (_l_ + _!_) I 1 
2 ~ ~ I 

I 

3 - 1 --16-
2 ~ 

313 
2 

1 I 
I 
I 
I 

- 3 /6 _!_ I 
I 2 ~ I 
1---------1 

:-~(2~-+-~); 
I 

(9b) 

(9c) 
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simplifies to 

0 . 
3(__L+l) 

189 (21 m\1 z) {9d) G = 
2~ mx 8 

4 Vx 2 ~ 

and is related to the reduced mass for the low frequency (S7) motion by 

4.901 amu (9e) 

Approximate values of a, s. and y may be estimated using Eqs. (7a-c). 

The curvature K is estimated as the force constant for the s7 motion 
0 

and is related to the vibrational frequency w
7 

by w
7 

= (K/1.17)1/2 

Hence Ko(
mAd

0
yn) = -7 2 (5.9xlO )(v

7 
)1.1

7 

-1 
where v

7 
is 175 em and 1.1

7 
is the reduced mass given in Eq. (9e). 

Thus K
0 
~ .089 mdyn/A. Since geometrica~ly the c

4
V configuration is 

not unique, only a reasonable estimate2 of S
0 

= .8s
7
x (D

3
h) can 

be made. Here s
7

x(D
3

h) represents the change in the s 7x 

coordinate in moving between neighboring n
3

h coordinates. 

coordinates. Figure 4 illustrates the movement of the equatorial 

F atoms (labled 1, 2 and 3) during an interchange path resulting in 

the new axial F atoms 2 and 3. s
7
x is defined as 9 

From Fig. 4 the angle changes are 60°, -30° and -30° respectively, 

while the equilibrium equatorial rM-F distance 
0 

r = 1.534A. 
eq 

Estimating for s
7

x yields S
0 

= (0.8) (1. 96)=1.57A. From these values 

of K and S we estimate 
0 0 
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Motion of the fluorine atoms along the s
7 

coordinate 
during an axial-equatorial interchange. x 
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a = .089 mdyn/A 

s 2 .028 mdyn/A 

y .0045 mdyn/A3 

the axial equatorial interchange barrier can also be 
1!82 

E(C ) = _.'D_o 
4v 8 

-1 = 1371 em (3.92 Kcal/mole). 

In solving for the energy levels, the energy eigenvalues for the 

(10) 

Hamiltonian given in Eq. (8), have been calculated using a two-dimensional 

harmonic oscillator basis set ls
7
x;S 7Y>. The Hamiltonian matrix was 

especially straight forward to construct in this generalized basis, 

since the matrix elements for the momentum and coordinate operators 

are easily defined by 

(n'n' I X jn n ) = 
X Y X Y 

1/2 
-i 

2 
]lhw 

(n'n'l P jnn) = 
X y X X y 

In + 1 o , 
x nx,nx+l 

0 
n n' 
y' y 

0 
n ,n' 

y y 

;;- 0 ' x n ,n 1 x x-
0 
n ,n' 

y y 

0 
n n' 
y' y 

The harmonic oscillator basis states are denoted as In n > where n 
X y X 

and n denote the quanta of excitation in the x and y directions 
y 

(lla) 

(llb) 

respectively. 11, the reduced mass for the motion (11
7 

in this case), 

and w are related to the force constant K for the motion by w = IK/11 • 
A 

Similar expressions are readily obtained for y and P substituting 
y 

x for y in the above expressions. The kinetic energy contributions 

can be easily calculated using Eq. (llb) by taking the square of the 

momentum matrix. The potential energy V can be expressed in the 

orthogonal coordinates x and y (to denotes and s 7 respectively) by 
7x Y 
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expressing the potential in coordinates. ·Combining Eqs. (5) and 

(6) we obtain 

a 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 
V(x,y) = 2 (x +y ) - S(x - 3xy ) + y(x +y ) (12) 

The potential energy matrix elements are readily evaluated by using 

the potential transformation method developed by Harris, Engerholm, 

d G . 10 an w1.nn. This transformation method is useful in Hamiltonians with 

potentials which can be expressed in terms of an analytic function 

of the coordinates, V = f(x,y) or with the potentials which are well 

characterized so that the potential at any point (x ,y ) 
. 0 0 

can be accurately interpolated. An advantage to this methQd is that 

once the program is written, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for any 
·• 

two-dimensional Hamiltonian with a potential within these broad 

categories may be easily solved by simply changing the subroutine 

defining V = f(x,y). A limitation is the number of basis functions 

allowed in the calculation. A basis set which includes all states 

with N = n +n < 15 has 136 basis functions. Hence this requires ~he 
X y 

allocation of storage for a (136Xl36) matrix which utilizes much of the 

core available for computation in many computer systems. However, for 

potentials whose deviations from harmonicity are not severe,.the 

feasible number of basis function are quite sufficient to describe the 

lower levels. 

10 
The one-dimensional potential transformation theory is described 

briefly as follows: 
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1) The coordinate matrix element <ilxlj) is defined by equations 

similar to Eq. (lla), and the matrix T which diagonalizes the coordinate 

-1 
matrix, X is constructed, i.e., A. = T XT (diagonal). 

~ ~ ~ 

2) The matrix T which diagonalizes X als.o diagonalizes any function 
::::::: 

of X; f(A.) = T-l f(x) T. Hence we can construct the potential matrix 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

V(x) by evaluating the potential function V(x) at the eigenvalues of the 
::::::: 

coordinates, A., and use T to transform back to the energy representation: 
::::::: 

V(x) = T V(A.) T-l 
~ ~~ ~ 

The coordinate transformation matrix T is simply the array of 

coefficients of the basis func.tions associated with the eigenvectors 

as shown by the following arguments: 

Let the set {~n} denote the basis functions and {~i} denote the 

eigenfunctions of x. The eigenfunctions may be expanded in terms of 

the basis functions 1~.> = ~ I~ ) <~ 1~.). Hence the eigenvalue 
1 n n n 1 

problem in matrix form becomes 

(~llxl~l) -A. 

(~21xl~l) 

(ljj3jxl~l) 

• 

<~llx1~2) 

(~21xi~2)-A. 

(1jJ31xl1jJ2) 

(~llxl~3) 

<~21xl1jJ3) 

{1jJ31xi~3)-A 

( ~11 ~) 
<~21~> 

( ~31 ~ > 

We solve for the roots of A., the coordinate eigenvalues, and the 

eigenvectors associated with a particular value of A.. 

~~~.) 
1 

x kn I~> {lji 1~.> n n 1 

0 

(13a) 

• 
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For x operating on a row vector where a . = <~ J¢.) we have 
n1 n 1 

Multiplying through by < 1jJ. I we obtain 
1 

( $llxl$1) (1/JllxJ1/J2). )("11 
<1/J2lxi1/Jl> <1/J21xi1/J2> •• • a21 

. 
( 1/Jll ¢1) (1/Jll¢2> •• A.l 0 

<1/J21¢1> <1/J21¢2>. • 0 A.2 

0 0 

(1/Jllxll/Jl) (1/J21xi1/J2) 

(1/J2Ixi1/Jl> (1/J2Ixi1/J2) 

(

all al2 

a21 a22 

. . 
\ : . 

A.1 0 0 • 

o 1..
2 

o . . 

0 0 A.3 • • 

a 2 · ·) 
a:2 .. 

0 • 

0 • 

A.3. 

= 

all al2 (A. 0 0 

\ ~ a21 a22 A.2 0 

(13b) 

(13c) 

(13d) 
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Since the Hamiltonian is Hermitian and the eigenvectors are 

orthonormal to each other, the array of coefficients of the eigenvectors 

defined as the matrix T is unitary and the inverse T-l is equal to its 

adjoint Tt. 
-1 

Hence T and T are defined as 

a12 al3 a21 a31 . . 
:\* -1 

(13e) T = a22 a23 T = a22 a32 
J 

a32 a33 a23 a33 ;) 
where * denotes complex conjugation. Multiplying Eq. (13d) by 

-1 
T 
~ 

on the left and noting T-l T = 1 we obtain 
~ ~ 

all a21 (l/Jllxll/Jl) (l/Jllxll/J2) all a12 \ 0 

a12 a22 (l/J2Ixll/Jl) (l/J2Ixll/J2) a21 a22 = 0 >..2 

0 0 

Hence we see the matrix T which diagonlizes the coordinate matrix X is 
~ ~ 

the ordered array of coefficients of the eigenvectors of the coordinate 

operator. The matrix T also diagonlizes any function of x, and in 
~ 

particular V(x) since if 

= 

and since 

(14a) 

(14b) 

(13f) 

• 
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Since V(A.) is diagonal 

or 

~ 

V(A) ., T V(A.) T-l = V(x) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Thus knowing the coordinate matrix X in a convenient basis, the 
~ 

·(14c) 

eigenvalues A., and eigenfunctions lfA.> of the coordinate matrix in 

that basis, we can evaluate the function V(x) at the eigenvalues x = A. 

and construct the potential matrix V(x) using Eq. (14c). This method 
~ 

is applicable in general to use with any convenient set of basis 

functions and any coordinate system where both the kinetic energy and 

coordinate matrices are easily calculable. The more accurate the 

eigenfunctions of x are (i.e., the larger the basis for the calculation 

of the X matrix), the more accurate V(A.) and hence V(x) will be. This method 
::::::::: ~ 

is applicable with any convenient set of basis functions and any coordinate 

system were both the kinetic energy and coordinate matrices are easily 

calculable. The more accurate the eigenfunctions of~ are (i.e., the 

larger the basis for the calculation of the X matrix) the more accurate 

~(A.) and hence ~(x) will be. 

11 I' 

This method is easily extended to higher dimensions so that the 

potential matrix is expressed as 

V(x,y) = T V(A. ,A )T-l 
~ ~~ X y::::::::: 

(15) 

where T is the direct product of the coordinate transformation matrices 
~ 

T = T ® T . 
::::::::: ~ ~y 
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Thus for the two-dimensional problem,the kinetic contribution is 

given by Eq. (lOb) and the potential by Eqs. (12) and (15). The total 

Hamiltonian matrix 

H + T V(A. ,A. ) T-l 
, ~~ X y ~ 

(16) 

may now be constructed and diagonalized to obtain the energy eigenvalues. 

Returning to the specific case of PF
5

, the calculation of the energy 

levels was done using a maximum N value of 15 where N = nx + ny 

is the total vibrational quantum number of the basis state. A value 

of N =15 yielded a total of 136 basis functions. The coordinate 
max 

transformation matrices ~ and T were computed individually to higher 
-.l\. ~ 

accuracy and theirdirect product then computed. Each consisted of a 

21x21 matrix corresponding to a maximum n or n of 20. For the first 
X y 

few levels of interest in this problem the eigenvector coefficients 

of the higher basis functions are on the order of 10-4 and are essentially 

negligible. This indicates the Hamiltonian Eq. (16) may be accurately 

diagonalized using this method. 

The relative spacings of the first few energy levels may be 

predicted by examining the effects of reducing a potential of D
00

h 

symmetry to one of n
3

h symmetry. To first order the cubic term 

3 
-Bcos(3¢)p would be expected to slightly lower the transition. Only 

levels of like symmetry are allowed to interact,and one might expect 

the E 1 (N=l) to interact with E 1 (N=2) resulting in the correlation 

diagram shown in Fig . .s. Thus, in addition to the v · (A 1 -+ E 1 ) 
0-+1 1 

fundamental one might expect to see a transition at slightly higher 

frequency corresponding to the v
1 

(E 1-+E 1
) transition. As mentioned -+2 
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Fig. 5. Energy correlation diagram for the distortion of 
a D

00
h potential to one of n3h symmetry • 
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earlier in this chapter, Witt
7 

and co-workers observed an additional 

-1 
transition approxim~tely 3 em higher than the fundamental. Using 

the approximate values for a, B and y given in- Eq. (10) this higher 

transit ion w.Js also calculated to appear. In addftion we noted the 

N=2 Ai state was perturbed strongly enough to predict a transition of 

v (E'-+A') about 10 em -l lower than the fundamental. This calculated 
1-+2 1 

value might also be supported by Witt's
7 

reports since the P branch 

which overlaps with the E'-+A' transition would appear rather 

asymmetric with respect to the R branch. As mentioned in part C 

of this chapter, high resolution Raman spectra observed by Abramowitz 

and Levin
1 

enabled the assignment of these transition using calculations 

based on our n
3

h potential. Since the constants in Eq. (10) are only 

approximate, they were refined.· using the Raman data. A suitable set 

of potential constants was determin~d by observing th~ behavior of. 

' trial sets. It should be noted that refinement was done only to the 

point wlwr-., I l was t•vldl'nl that ,. ll)h polt•nt Ia I was ;111 adt•qtt•tt ,. 

representation of the actual potential. 

The sensitivity of the computed 1-+2 transitions to various values 

of S and y is shown in Fig. 6. The energy levels were calculated at 

various values of S and y while the harmonic constant a was always 

-1 
adjusted to place the 0+1 transition at the observed value of 175 em . 

The relative insensitivity of the E'-+E' transition to changes in S is 

due to competition between the first order effect of the -B cos(3~)p 1 

term tending to lower the v (E'-+E') transition and the second order 1-+2 

effect of tlte (lE' - 2E') interaction tending to push these levels 

-1 
apart. The 3 em difference between 0+1 and l-~2(E'-+E') transition 

is thus effectively due to the quartic constant y. The constants 

1 .. 
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Fig. 6. Calculated 1~2 (E'~Ai and E'~E') v
7 

transitions for PF5 . 

At each point a was adjusted to yield a 0+1 transition at 
175 cm-1. For curves I, II and III, y·= 0.0, 0.005, 
and 0.010 mdyn/A3 respectively. 
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were chosen to reproduce the observed 0+1 (Ai + E') vibrational 

transition at 175 -1 -1 
em , the 1+2(E'+E') transition at 178 em , and the 

" 1+2(E'+A') transition of 164 cm-l 
1 The refined values were determined 

to be 

a = .09080 mdyn/A 

8 .03 

y = .007. 

mdyri/A2 

3 mdyn/A 

The estimated (Eq. 10) and refined values (Eq. 17) of the potential 

constants are in very good agreement supporting the validity of the 

model proposed by Bernstein2 

(17) 

Table I summarizes the calculated transition frequencies using 

1 the refined constants (Eq. 17) and thos~ observed (see Fig. 2 and 3). 

Two essential properties should be noted. First, Table I shows one can 

simultaneously fit the 0+1, and the two 1+2 transiti9n. Second, it 

demonstrates a remarkably good fit of the six additional 2+3 transition 

to the experimental fine structure observed while only trying to fit 

the 0+1 and 1+2 transitions. From the populations of the N=2 (E',Ai) 

and N=3 (E' ,2Ai) levels (Table II) one would expect these 2+3 transition 

to be weakly observable. In addition to the frequencies assigned 

-1 -1 
in Table I, a feature at 173 em , and possibly a feature at 152 em 

remain unassigned. 

In summary, the results of our investigation of PF5 support the 

pseudo-Jahn-Teller model of Bernstein.
2 

We found that a preliminary 

analysis of the spectra of other MX
5 

molecules such as AsF5 and VF5 

show a behavior similar to PF
5

. These molecules have been subsequently 

12 
characterized using this approach. 
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Table I. Assignmen~s for Q branches in v7 region and comparison between 

computed and observed transition frequencies. 

Transition a Species -1 -1 
V 1 (em ) v b (em ) ca c 0 s 

0+ 1 A' 
1 

+ E' 175.0 175 

1 + 2 E' + E' 177.9 178 

E' +A' 
1 

164.6 164 

2 + 3 E' + E' 154.7 159 (w) 

A' 1 
+ E' 168.0b 

E' +A' 
1 

178.4b 

E' +A' 
1 

182.0 180 (Sh) 

A' 1 
+A' 

1 191.7 191 (Sh) 

A' 
1 

+A' 
1 195.3 194 

a Under n
3
h symmetry for an E' vibration, such as v7, all rotation-

vibration transitions are allowed in the Raman spectrum, while in the 
infrared spectrum, only ~ = ±1 are allowed. 
b -1 ·The positions of the 168.0.and 178.4 em features are perhaps obscured 
by the "OP" maximum and the 178 cm-1 Q branch, respectively. 

wweak 
sh shoulder 
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Table II. Relative Population of the v Vibration Levels in PF
5 at T=300°K. 7 

Energy (em -l)a ..-E/RT 
Relative Popalation ge 

Al ' 534.9 .077 .028 

N=3 Al 
I 531.3 .078 .028 

El 507.6 .175 .063 

El 352.9 .368 .133 
N=3 

Al 
I 339.6 .196 .071 

N=l El 175.0 .864 .313 

N=O Al 
I 0 1.000 .363 

aEnergy levels computed with potential constants a=.0908 mdyn/A, 
B=.03 mdyn/A2 , and y=.007 mdyn/A3. 

.J· 
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